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Traditional power plants only utilize about 30 percent of the primary energy that
they consume, and the rest of the energy is usually wasted in the process of generating or
transmitting electricity. On-site and near-site power generation has been considered by
business, labor, and environmental groups to improve the efficiency and the reliability of
power generation. Combined heat and power (CHP) systems are a promising alternative
to traditional power plants because of the high efficiency and low CO2 emission achieved
by recovering waste thermal energy produced during power generation. A CHP
operational algorithm designed to optimize operational costs must be relatively simple to
implement in practice such as to minimize the computational requirements from the
hardware to be installed. This dissertation focuses on the following aspects pertaining the
design of a practical CHP operational algorithm designed to minimize the operational
costs: (a) real-time CHP operational strategy using a hierarchical optimization algorithm;
(b) analytic solutions for cost-optimal power generation unit operation in CHP Systems;
(c) modeling of reciprocating internal combustion engines for power generation and heat

recovery; (d) an easy to implement, effective, and reliable hourly building load prediction
algorithm.

Key words: CHP, optimization, real-time operation, feedback control, thermal load
prediction, power generation unit, regression model
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

CHP Systems
Traditional power plants only utilize about 30% of the primary energy that they

consume, and the rest of the energy is usually wasted in the process of generating or
transmitting the electricity as shown Figure 1.1. To improve the overall efficiency and
reliability of energy usage, on-site and near-site power generation has been considered
widely by business, labor, and environmental groups. On-site power generation through
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems is becoming a promising alternative to
traditional thermal and electric energy generation due to its economic benefits and low
CO2 emission resulting from the high efficiency. A CHP system generates both electricity
and heat from the available fuel. The fuel can be coal, natural gas, nuclear material,
biomass, or solar energy. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, CHP systems
have already been installed at more than 3,500 commercial, industrial, and institutional
facilities across the U.S. It has been reported that CHP systems represent 85 gigawatts
(GW) – or almost 9 percent – of U.S.’s total electricity capacity. CHP systems produced
506 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity in 2006 – more than 12 percent of total
power generation for that year. Approximately 1.9 quads of fuel were saved by using
CHP systems instead of conventional power plants to generate this electricity (ORNL
1

2008), and that amount is greater than the total annual renewable energy production of
entire United States (EIA 2009). According to the IEA reports (IEA, 2009(e); IEA,
2008(a)) CHP is attractive to policy makers and private users and investors because it
supplies a range of energy, environmental and economic benefits including: a)
dramatically increased energy efficiency, b) reduced CO2 emission and other pollutants,
c) increased energy security through reduced dependence on imported fuel, d) cost
savings for the energy consumer, e) reduced need for transmission and distribution
networks, f) beneficial use of local energy resources (particularly through the use of
waste, biomass and geothermal resources in district heating and cooling systems),
providing a transition to a low carbon future. Several European countries have already
accomplished more than 20 percent of total electricity generation from CHP systems as
shown in Figure 1.2 (IEA 2008).

2

Figure 1.1
Energy Flows (TWh) in the Global Electricity System (IEA 2008)

Figure 1.2
CHP Share of Total National Power Production (IEA 2008)
3

1.2

Obstacles in Real-Time CHP Optimization
Even with the benefits of CHP systems described in the previous section, several

obstacles to effective CHP implementation still exist. In many instances, the benefits
obtained from CHP operation depend on the geographical location and the type of
facilities. In some cases, the benefits of CHP are marginal and do not justify the
installation and maintenance of CHP equipment. However by implementing appropriate
CHP control strategies focused on cost-optimized operation and based on improved
modeling and load prediction algorithms, the economical benefits of CHP operation can
be maximized, thus allowing a wider range of geographical locations and facilities to
exploit the benefits of this technology. Existing limitations and some possible solutions
for the implementation of cost-optimized CHP operation are discussed next.
First of all, two major limitations in optimizing the operation of CHP systems for
building applications are a) the electrical and thermal loads used in optimizing CHP
operation are often obtained from historical weather profiles and not on the most current
information available and b) current CHP system models use constant equipment
efficiencies ignoring the dynamic/transient response of the equipment and the facilities
in general. Optimization of CHP system operation requires real-time control strategies
considering the transient response of the building combined with a hierarchical CHP
optimal control algorithm to obtain a real-time integrated system that uses the most recent
weather and electric load information.
Secondly, Linear Programming (LP) and Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) are the most common tools used to find the optimal PGU operation for a given
combination of thermal and electric loads (Kong 2008, Cho 2009), but these methods
4

provide only numerical values without providing explicit insight on the factors affecting
CHP economics. Moreover, LP and MILP are computationally intensive, so those are
generally not well suited for real time control applications. Simple control strategies such
as Following Electric Load (FEL) and Following Thermal Load (FTL) have been
introduced, but on their own, those strategies do not guarantee cost-optimized CHP
operation. If possible, an analytic approach to determine the optimal operation decisions
for a power generation unit (PGU) of CHP systems can greatly reduce the computational
effort needed.
In addition, a relatively accurate and computationally efficient model for
predicting power generation and heat recovery in reciprocating internal combustion
engines (ICEs) is crucial in the design of a cost-optimized CHP operation strategy. An
engine model can provide realistic estimates of the varying efficiencies for both electrical
power output and useful thermal energy output at different engine power levels for CHP
performance evaluations. Nevertheless, combustion-based models of ICEs have not been
implemented in the operation strategies of CHP systems. Many researchers have
developed CHP system models with empirical or constant engine efficiency curves.
However, empirical-efficiency models are difficult to use because of the nonlinearity of
the efficiency curves and constant-efficiency models are not accurate enough. Moreover,
those models do not provide heat recovery information necessary for CHP cost
optimization.
Lastly, a real-time load prediction model is necessary to determine the optimal
PGU operation mode, and for successful optimization, the model must be
computationally efficient while maintaining reasonable accuracy. Several intelligent
5

methodologies, such as Neural Network methods and Vector Support Machines, have
been introduced in the literature to improve the accuracy of classical regression methods.
However, due to their complexity and high computational requirements, intelligent
methods have not been widely adopted in industry. On the other hand, regression models
which require the low calculation time are not able to accomplish the same level of
accuracy as the intelligent methods.

1.3

CHP Configuration
The flow diagram of a typical CHP system and conventional system is described

in Figure 1.3. The thermal and electric loads of the building can be satisfied by either the
CHP system or the conventional system. In a conventional system, the electric energy
input (Eb) and thermal energy input (Qb) are separated having their own energy
conversion efficiencies to satisfy the thermal load and electric load. In contrast to the
conventional system, the CHP system has a power generation unit (PGU) generating
thermal energy (Qrec) and electric energy (Epgu) simultaneously using fuel energy (Fpgu).
Since the size of the PGU is typically below the maximum thermal load and electric load
of the building, the energy offset is supplied by the electric grid (Egrid) and an auxiliary
boiler (Qboiler) to fully satisfy the thermal load and electric load. While the thermal energy
generated from the power generation process in the electric grid is wasted when using the
conventional system, the thermal energy (Qreq) generated from the PGU and auxiliary
boiler is transferred to the heating coil that has the limited thermal efficiency (Qb / Qreq)
in a CHP system.
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Figure 1.3
Flow Diagram of a CHP System and Conventional System

1.4

Objective of the Dissertation
The objective of this dissertation is to overcome the problems associated with the

practical implementation of a cost-optimized CHP operation discussed in Section 1.2. To
accomplish this objective, the following topics are addressed in this dissertation:
x Chapter II provides a literature review of the current state of CHP technology that
relates to cost-optimized operation of CHP systems.
x Chapter III presents a real-time, cost-optimized CHP operational strategy using
feedback and feedforward control schemes;
x Chapter IV presents an analytic method to determine cost-optimal PGU operation
modes during a single-time-step with minimal computational efforts;
x Chapter V presents a single-zone thermodynamic PGU model that can be used in
the cost optimization of CHP operation by providing realistic thermal and electric
7

efficiencies that can be used in operational modes where the power levels are not
constant;
x Chapter VI presents a simple, computationally efficient, real-time building/facility
thermal load prediction model with accuracy levels comparable to those of
artificial intelligence techniques and based on an autoregressive model with
exogenous inputs (ARX model) that is indexed with time and temperature levels.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

The economical and environmental potentials of CHP systems are discussed in
Section 1.1, and the obstacles for practical implementation of real-time CHP are
introduced in Section 1.2. The available literature on CHP systems includes a large
number of studies on CHP operational cost optimization. In this chapter, the current state
of research is introduced for the areas of control strategies, optimization tools, modeling,
and load prediction for the real-time CHP implementation.

2.1

CHP Operation Strategies
Large capacity CHP systems have been installed in many manufacturing plants,

hospitals, and power plants because of the economic and environmental. Along with large
scale CHP systems, micro CHP systems, which typically have capacities below 15 kW,
are becoming more attractive with a considerably large potential market (Harrison (2003)
and Croizer Cole et al. (2005)). In contrast to large scale CHP systems, microCHP
systems typically generate energy for small buildings that have a large variability in
thermal and electric loads (Maor (2009), Reddy (2009), and Mago et al. (2009)). This
variability presents the challenge of developing an appropriate decision making process
in order to achieve near maximum efficiency during CHP operation. The complex nature
9

of this decision making process requires a feasible optimization scheme in order to
achieve either maximum efficiency or minimum energy cost. Several optimization
schemes have been introduced to determine the operation mode for building CHP
systems that minimizes operation costs. Two of the most common and simple CHP
system operation strategies in the literature are following the electric load (FEL) and
following the thermal load (FTL). Operating a Power Generation Unit (PGU) using the
FEL strategy produces enough electricity to satisfy the electric load, while operating a
PGU using the FTL strategy results in the amount of heat production necessary to satisfy
the thermal load. Studies of CHP systems based on FEL and FTL strategies have been
performed and discussed by many researchers. Jalalzadeh-Azar (2004) evaluated a gasfired micro-turbine CHP system for an office building in Atlanta using an FTL strategy
compared with the results for using an FEL strategy. The CHP efficiency was analyzed
for both strategies in order to show how the different strategies influence the overall CHP
performance. Mago et al. (2010) investigated the effectiveness of FEL and FTL strategies
for CHP systems equipped with an internal combustion engine as the PGU for small
office buildings in a variety of different cities. In this study, primary energy consumption,
cost, and carbon dioxide emissions were used to evaluate the benefits of each strategy.
However, neither the FEL nor the FTL strategies provide the optimal operation cost for
all possible load conditions. For this reason, an optimal operation strategy has been
investigated using Linear Programming (LP) or Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) to maximize the cost savings. Ren et al. (2010) used a MILP model to determine
the optimal PGU size and storage tank size for a residential CHP system. Beihong et al.
(2006) demonstrated that MILP can be used to determine the optimal size of a gas turbine
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cogeneration plant. By using LP or MILP algorithms, the optimal PGU operation can be
obtained for each of the various combinations of thermal load and electric load with the
assumption of constant efficiencies for some of the CHP components. A disadvantage of
LP and MILP methods is that optimal solutions are just numerical values and important
parameters for regional applicability and economic benefits of CHP systems can easily be
overlooked without explicit equations for the solutions. Moreover, the computational
calculation effort required to use LP or MILP to find optimal solutions at each time step
may prove to be a challenge in real time control applications. Cho et al. (2010) developed
a supervisory feed-forward control for real-time CHP system operation. Even though
optimization tools such as LP and MILP have been developed, those methods are mainly
used to size PGU in CHP systems. In that approach, LP calculates the optimal PGU
operation under feed-forward control, and the building thermal load is estimated by an
energy simulation tool (EnergyPlus). Thermal and electric energy storing devices are
modeled in LP in addition to CHP components, and the savings in cost, CDE, and PEC
are evaluated in the environment of real-time CHP operation. However, non-transient,
static models of CHP systems and buildings have been used to illustrate the performance
of the optimization algorithms in those approaches.
Chapter III in this document provides an improvement on the previously
mentioned work in that a model of the transient response of a building is combined with
an optimal hierarchical CHP control algorithm to obtain a realistic simulation of the real
time integrated system. One challenge for implementing such an optimization scheme in
a real system is that the model of the building used to obtain the optimal decisions differs
from the actual building being controlled. The difference is due to modeling errors in the
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physical parameters of the building as well as errors in the input load information used in
the actual building. In Chapter III the optimization results are obtained by running
simulations based on two sets of building models (predictive and actual models as
proposed by Dormer (1992)). The first building model and corresponding input
information contains available, yet somewhat inaccurate information (due to modeling
and measuring errors) used by a hierarchical controller to obtain real time optimal
decisions on the energy management of the CHP equipment and building. The second
building model corresponds to the actual building driven by actual inputs loads. Both sets
of models and inputs run concurrently and communicate through a feedback loop. The
simulation environment features nonlinear effects such as varying effectiveness for heat
exchangers depending on their operating conditions. Using short-term weather forecast
information along with feed-forward control, short-term predictions of the electric,
cooling, and heating loads are estimated at each time step and are used to obtain optimal
decisions for the current time step. The predicted load information is used to make
optimal operational decisions in the power generation units and energy storage devices.
Chapter IV presents an analytical solution process for finding the optimal PGU
operation during a single time step providing better insight on the main factors affecting
the CHP economics as well as significantly reducing the number of calculations when
compared to LP and MILP approaches. The analytical solution process establishes a set
of inequality equations by comparing the operational cost function of a conventional
system with that of a CHP system. If the components efficiencies are assumed to be
constant, then the electric load, the thermal load, and the electricity produced by the PGU
are the only variables in the proposed equations. The efficiency of the PGU is assumed
12

to vary as a function of the mechanical power output. A geometrical map identifying
cost-saving regions is obtained by analyzing all of the inequality and equality equations.
Finally, the optimal PGU operation is clearly identified for the entire range of electric and
thermal loads using the geometrical map.

2.2

PGU Modeling
Because of the increasing popularity of CHP technology, the total energy capacity

due to CHP systems has increased rapidly (IEA 2008). Thus, the development of
effective CHP system simulation models is increasingly important for the evaluation of
year-round performance as well as for optimization studies on CHP system design and
operation. Since the overall efficiency of a CHP system is strongly dependent on the
efficiency of the PGU, an accurate model of the power generation unit (PGU) is essential
in the development of an accurate CHP model. Reciprocating ICEs for CHP applications
are becoming more ubiquitous with the worldwide increase of residential cogeneration
(i.e. micro-CHP), especially in Europe and Japan. Constant engine efficiencies or
empirical efficiency curves of internal combustion engines (ICEs) are frequently used in
simulations for CHP systems performance evaluation (Onovwiona et al. (2006), Aussant
et al. (2009), and Caresana et al. (2011)). However, a constant efficiency model may not
provide realistic results for performance evaluation and optimization of operation. The
constant engine efficiency models are applicable to constant load conditions but when
loading conditions are not constant, varying power output efficiency models are required
for CHP system performance simulations. Cho et al. (2009) modeled a PGU based on
linear fits between fuel input and power output variables. The advantages of using a line
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equation in describing the PGU performance in CHP system simulations are described in
their work. The line equations can be obtained either from manufacturer’s experimental
data for ICEs or from onsite experiments. Although these simple equations simplify the
calculation of the power output, the thermal efficiencies of other CHP components are
still assumed constant. Even though empirical efficiency models such as the linear
regression model described previously can provide accurate results for a specific ICE, the
development of those models may require time-consuming and costly experiments to
acquire the engine performance data. Furthermore, the design and component selection
process involves consideration of several ICE alternatives and the data for these
alternatives may not be readily available. For this reason, a reliable and simple model
including varying efficiency characteristics would be a convenient tool to use in CHP
performance simulations.
In Chapter V, a power generation and heat recovery model for reciprocating ICEs
is used to provide performance/efficiency maps for both electrical power output and
useful thermal output for various capacities of engines. A case study is provided to
illustrate the capabilities and benefits of the model. In this case study the simulation
results have been validated with manufacturer’s technical data. Following the
thermodynamic and gas exchange models represented by Heywood (1998), Ferguson
(2001), and Stone (1999), the contents of an engine cylinder are modeled as an open
system in this section. The objective of these models is to predict an overall first law
energy balance at rated engine speed, i.e., predict performance/efficiency maps for both
electrical power output and useful thermal output, based on the simulation results of
pressure, temperature, and mass in the cylinder from the thermodynamic model.
14

2.3

Load Prediction
An accurate thermal load prediction is beneficial for minimizing operational cost

and energy by allowing for the implementation of a method to optimize the energy
exchange due to energy demand and supply in applications such as Smart Grid
(Ramchurn et al. (2011) and Tanaka et al. (2011)). In particular, building operation cost
can be minimized by using an intelligent controller together with a cold-water storage
tank to offset the cooling load demand during the peak energy demand periods. Thermal
load prediction is an important aspect of real-time combined heat and power (CHP)
system control strategies for cost savings. The building thermal load is mainly associated
with external weather variables and internal gains. The relevant weather variables include
solar irradiation, ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, etc. The internal
gains are associated with human behavior and equipment usage inside of buildings and
include human occupancy schedule, lighting schedule, plug load schedule, and
infiltration. The literature on predicting building thermal load can be broadly arranged in
three categories: regression analysis, energy simulation, and intelligent computer systems
(Pederson (2007), Kawashima et al. (1995), and Charytoniuk et al. (1998)).
Linear regression analysis (Yao et al. (2004), Zhou et al. (2008), and Dhar et al.
(1999)) seeks to find the coefficients or weights associated with the input variables
assumed most influential on the building thermal load. Reddy et al. (1994) tested several
weather-related variables to predict the thermal load; the input variables included ambient
temperature, relative humidity, solar direct radiation, and wind speed. In that study, the
dry bulb ambient temperature was identified as the most dominant weather input variable
by principal component analysis. Seem and Braun (1991) introduced adaptive methods
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for real-time forecasting of building cooling load and electrical demand. The energy
demand in a building is dependent on the day of the week and the time of day. Therefore,
the energy demand is a non-stationary time series since the mean is time dependent. The
time series is divided into two separate parts: a deterministic part, which models the timedependent mean of the series, and a stochastic part, which models the difference between
the non-stationary time series and the deterministic part. Dhar et al. (1999) introduced
the Fourier series approach, thus exploiting the seasonally and daily periodic nature of the
thermal load distribution. This method uses external weather input variables (outdoor
dry-bulb temperature, the global solar radiation, and outdoor specific humidity) first to fit
the thermal load, and then the residual errors are offset by a time-stamped load that has
sine and cosine series terms with major frequencies to improve the accuracy further.
Although regression methods are practical and simple, the current regression approaches
in the literature are not as accurate as detailed energy simulations or artificial intelligence
methods.
Load predictions based on energy simulation are obtained using programs that
simulate real building features. There are several energy simulation programs including
EnergyPlus, TRNSYS, and ESP-r. Results from simulation methods are often off due to
the combined effect of modeling errors and errors in the input data, e.g. weather data and
internal loads. While they can provide a high level of accuracy, building simulation
programs are difficult and costly to implement in real time applications due to their high
computational demands and because of the large amount of knowledge of the system
required to define parameters in the model.
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Popular artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as Neural Networks (NNs)
have been adapted for thermal load prediction. NNs consist of a set of functions, e.g.,
sigmoid functions, where the functions are selected to operate in a fashion similar to
neurons in a brain. The neurons are divided and stacked in consecutive layers and the
weighted outputs of the neurons from one layer are used as inputs for the neurons in the
next layer. The input variables are the inputs to the first layer and the objective variable
is the output of the last layer. The layers between input and output layers are referred to
as “hidden” layers. The coefficients or weights for the neurons in the hidden layers are
selected through an optimization process until the input weather data to the neural
network results in an output building thermal load that matches the measured building
thermal load within a desired level of accuracy. The number of neurons in the hidden
layers and the training time are related to the level of accuracy obtained. Overtraining a
NN will result in a poor ability of the NN to adapt to weather patterns not provided
during the training period. This ability of adapting well, i.e. producing reasonable results
to patterns not offered during the training period, is known as generalization. NNs have
been considered one of the best thermal load prediction methods in the literature because
the nonlinearity of building thermal behaviors is relatively well captured (Li et al. (2009),
Ben-Nkhi et al. (2004), Kalogirou et al. (2001), Jin et al. (2004), and Nakahara et al.
(1999)). Although NNs can provide better load predictions compared to the regression
methods, proper selection (selecting the number of neurons and the number of layers) and
training (deciding when to stop optimizing the coefficients) of NNs tends to be a timeconsuming endeavor with the possibility of overtraining the network. Furthermore,
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successful implementation of NNs may require retaining a large number of coefficients
and a good understanding of the underlying theory.
To overcome the issues described above, Chapter VI in this document introduces
the ARX indexed model. ARX stands for a linear autoregressive model with exogenous
(external) inputs. The final model used has been labeled as the “4-3-5 ARX model”
because it has four autoregressive terms, i.e., it is fourth order; in addition, the model is
indexed with respect to three time intervals and five levels of ambient temperature during
the daytime to improve accuracy and efficiency. Indexing implies that the model utilizes
different linear coefficients acquired by the least squares method depending on the time
interval and ambient temperature. For instance, the 4-3-5 ARX model consists of seven
linear equations where only one equation is applied at a time, depending on the hour of
the day and if it is daytime, the temperature level: one equation during nighttime, one
equation during the transition interval, and five possible equations during the daytime
depending on the temperature level. Several building types are considered, such as a
small office building, a medium office building, a midrise apartment, and a high-rise
apartment developed by the U.S. Department of Energy. The results show that the
prediction accuracy is significantly improved by adequately indexing the model with
respect to the time interval and ambient temperature.
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CHAPTER III
REAL-TIME CHP OPERATIONAL STRATEGY

This chapter considers the transient response of a building combined with a
hierarchical CHP optimal control algorithm to obtain a real-time integrated system that
uses the most recent weather and electric load information. This is accomplished by
running concurrent simulations of two transient building models. The first transient
building model uses current as well as forecast input information to obtain short term
predictions of the thermal and electric building loads. The predictions are then used by an
optimization algorithm, i.e., a hierarchical controller, which decides the amount of fuel
and of electrical energy to be allocated at the current time step. In a simulation, the actual
physical building is not available and, hence, to simulate a real-time environment, a
second, building model with similar but not identical input loads are used to represent the
actual building. A state-variable feedback loop is completed at the beginning of each time
step by copying, i.e., measuring, the state variable from the actual building and restarting
the predictive model using these “measured” values as initial conditions. The simulation
environment presented in this chapter features nonlinear effects such as the dependence
of the heat exchanger effectiveness on their operating conditions. The results indicate that
the CHP engine operation dictated by the proposed hierarchical controller with uncertain
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weather conditions have the potential to yield significant savings when compared to
conventional systems using current values of electricity and fuel prices.

3.1

Modeling Descriptions
To study transient response of systems with an optimal hierarchical CHP control

algorithm, a transient energy simulation program, TRNSYS (2006), is used in this study.
The detailed modeling descriptions of a CHP system with a small office building and a
proposed control algorithm are provided in the following sections.

3.1.1

Building Model
This section presents a TRNSYS model of a small office building. The U.S.

DOE’s small office reference building model1 is used as a template for the TRNSYS
model (i.e., the same building specifications, such as building geometry, construction
material, internal heat gain information, and schedules, are used in the TRNSYS building
modeling). A brief building description is provided in Table 3.1.

3.1.2. CHP System Model
The CHP system modeled in this study consists of a power generation unit, an
absorption chiller, a boiler, a cooling tower, pumps, heat exchangers, and an air handling
unit (AHU) as shown in Figure 3.1. In TRNSYS modeling, each CHP component is
packaged independently with their own parameters, inputs, state variables, and outputs.

1

The U.S. DOE reference buildings are formerly known as commercial building benchmark models. The models are available
at: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/commercial_initiative/reference_buildings.html
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Detailed information of each CHP components can be found by Mississippi MicroCHP
and Bio-fuel Center (2005a; 2005b).

Table 3.1
Description of the Building Model
Orientation
Building Type
Area
Glass Area
People
Occupancy Schedule
Electric Equipment
Equipment Schedule
Lights
Lights Schedule
Thermostat Schedule:
For Heating
For Cooling

Aligned with North
General Offices
464.5 m2 (15.24 m x 30.48 m)
30 % in Each Wall (Windows and Door)
18 for Weekdays, 0 for Weekend
Untila (Fractionb): 6 (0), 7 (0.1), 8 (0.5), 12 (1), 13(0.5), 16(1), 17 (0.5), 18
(0.1), 24 (0)
3,749 W
Same as for Occupancy
5,017 W
Untila (Fraction b): 6 (0.05), 7 (0.2), 17 (1), 18 (0.5), 24 (0.05); for
Weekends 24 (0.05)
Untila (set point c, °C): 6 (18), 22 (22), 24 (18)
Untila (set point c, °C): 6 (28), 22 (24), 24 (28)

a. Until: indicates the hour of the day until the specified fraction is considered.
b. Fraction: indicates the fraction of the total value of the variable that is considered in
the calculation for that specific period of time.
c. Set Point: indicates the temperature to be considered as the thermostat set point for that
specific period of time.
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Figure 3.1
CHP System Modeling in TRNSYS
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Figure 3.2
Network Flow Model of a CHP System
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3.2

Description of a Modified Optimal Operation Scheme
In previous studies, a methodology for optimal CHP system operations based on

operational cost, primary energy consumption, or carbon dioxide emissions has been
developed using linear programming (LP). However, the optimization process was based
on a time step of one hour which is too large to accurately capture the dynamic response
of the building. This chapter presents a modified operation scheme that features (a) a
smaller (i.e. 4 minute) time step in order to better represent the dynamic response of the
system and (b) the ability to define a minimum continuous operation time constraint for
the engine which is necessary to minimize on and off cycling of the engine. For this case
study, the engine capacity is defined as 10kW in accordance with the typical electric
demand of small office buildings, and the engine minimum continuous operation time
constraint is set to 16 minutes.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the network flow model used to run the 4 time-step-ahead
LP algorithm. For each time step, node 1 supplies the electric and thermal energy which
is then consumed by the building electric, cooling and heating demands represented by
nodes 9, 10 and 11, respectively. A portion of the energy supplied by node 1 is lost
because of the inefficiency of each component, and this lost energy is destroyed. Any
heat that is not used and remains inside the water tank and heat exchanger, represented by
Qun _ heat (t) and Qun _ heat _ hx(t) , is stored in node 13 and can be used at the next time step.

Similarly, any unused electric energy in a given time step is stored in a battery
represented by node 12. Note that the 4 time-step-ahead LP algorithm does not include
any limitation on the stored electric and thermal energy due to the relatively short term
prediction (16minutes) in this chapter. Each node obeys conservation of energy with the
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total energy flow into the node balancing the total energy flow out of the node. Node 8
represents a heat exchanger which transfers thermal energy from water to the air in the
CHP system. The set point temperature of the heating supply air is 34°C. The
effectiveness of a heat exchanger changes at every time step as the inlet temperature of
the outdoor air changes. Therefore, the effectiveness of the heat exchanger should not be
modeled as a constant value if an accurate evaluation of the CHP system is desired. In
this chapter, the heat exchanger efficiency at a given time step is obtained through the
equations described below using data from the previous time step. The effectiveness of
the heat exchanger (ηex_heat) in node 11 can be obtained from the following relationship:

Quse_ heat(t) Kex _ heat  Qth _ heat(t) 0

(3.1)

Unused heating energy ( Qun _ heat (t) and Qun _ heat _ hx(t) ) is supplied to the water tank, i.e.,
node 13.
In addition to ensuring energy conservation as described in the network flow
model in Figure 3.2, the operation scheme must provide enough electric, heating, and
cooling energy to satisfy all energy demands ( Ed (t) , Qcool_ d (t) , and Qheat_ d (t) ).
Therefore, inequality constraints are added to the LP algorithm for CHP optimization at
each time step. For example, the energy supply constraints for the first time step are
defined as
Efacillity1(t)  Egrid1(t)

t

Ed1(t)

(3.2)

Quse _ cool1(t)

t

Qcool _ d1(t)

(3.3)

Quse _ heat1(t)  Qboiler _ h1(t)

t

Qheat _ d1(t)

(3.4)
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The constraints for the subsequent time steps are similar. For each component the usable
output energy is constrained by equality equations based on the efficiency of the device.
An example of this type of constraint for the heat recovered from the PGU is given as
Qrcv1(t) Kpgu _ th  Fpgu1(t) 0

(3.5)

Additionally, engine performance and maximum power output constraints are determined
based on manufacturer specifications. Natural gas engines performance can be modeled
as

Fpgu(t)

a  Epgu(t)  b for Epgu (t) t 0

(3.6)

Fpgu (t)

0 for Epgu (t)

(3.7)

0

The parameter values used in this study are summarized in Table 3.2 and were estimated
based on values found in the ASHRAE Handbook and from the previous optimization
study. The objective function for 4 time-step-ahead minimization of the total operational
cost can be expressed as
T

¦(c
t 1

el

(3.8)

(t) Egr id_total (t)  c f _ pgu (t) E pgu_total (t)  c f _boiler (t) Eboiler_total (t))

Egrid_total =
Fpgu_total

Egrid1+ Egrid2+ Egrid3+ Egrid4
= Fpgu1+ Fpgu2+ Fpgu3+ Fpgu4

Fboiler_total = Fboiler1+ Fboiler2+ Fboiler3+ Fboiler4

(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)

A LP algorithm which optimizes the CHP system operation at every time step is
implemented in TRNSYS as a new component using FORTRAN 90. The LP algorithm
has been developed based on the simplex method and is modified for a CHP system. The
LP algorithm decides whether the power generation unit should be on or off and how
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much electric and thermal energy should be produced and distributed during the 4 time
steps to minimize the total operational cost.

Table 3.2
Conversion and Efficiency Constraints
Symbol

Value

Fuel-to-electric-energy conversion parameter

a

2.67

Fuel-to-electric-energy conversion parameter

b

11.43

Fuel-to-thermal-energy conversion efficiency of PGU

ηpgu th

0.51

Boiler efficiency

ηboiler

0.9

Total efficiency of the cooling components

ηc_comp

0.7

Battery efficiency

ηbattery

0.95

Water tank efficiency

ηwatertank

0.9

3.3

Strategy for a Realistic Simulation

3.3.1 Concurrent Simulation
The optimal operation scheme is determined by running two simulations sets
concurrently. Figure 3.3 illustrates the structure of the relationship between the models.
Prior to running the first time step in the actual system, the predictive system uses
weather prediction data to estimate the cooling and heating demand for the next four time
steps. The heating and cooling demands for each of the four time steps are then fed into
the LP algorithm to decide whether the engine should operate or not during the following
four consecutive time steps. Note that the LP algorithm cannot decide to operate the
engine for only a portion of the four consecutive time steps. Once the engine is off the
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decision making algorithm can maintain the engine off at the given time step and LP
algorithm reassesses the optimal operation for the next four consecutive time steps. The
LP algorithm also decides the level of output at which the engine should operate at each
time step. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example showing how the LP algorithm determines the
engine operation. Consider a case in which the heating and cooling loads for the first
four time steps are fed into the LP algorithm at the first time step which, in turn, decides
not to operate the engine during steps 1 through 4. In this case the controller sends a
signal that turns the actual engine off for the first time step. Then, engine operation at
step 2 must be reassessed. The decision to operate in step two will then be made by a
similar process based on the predicted thermal loads in steps 2 through 5. Now consider
the controller’s decision in step two is to operate during steps 2 through 5 as shown in
Figure 3.3. Because of the minimum continuous operation time constraint, the operation
mode is now set for steps 2 through 5 in the actual system. Therefore, the actual system
does not evaluate the operation modes again until step 6. At step 6 the same process is
repeated. Figure 3.3 shows the case in which a predictive model anticipates heating and
cooling demand only four time steps ahead with consecutive engine operations for 16
minutes. Likewise, the prediction period can be extended to 10 time step using 10 step
ahead LP while maintaining the minimum engine operation time to 16 minutes as in the 4
time step ahead model. The trend is that the larger the number of prediction time steps
used in the algorithm the better the energy storing devices can be utilized.
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Figure 3.3
Four-Time-Step-Ahead Concurrent Simulation Process

3.3.2

Control Loop
Figure 3.4 illustrates the structure of the concurrent simulations of two transient

building models. The second transient building model uses current as well as forecast
input information to obtain short term predictions of the thermal and electric building
loads. The predictions are then used by an optimization algorithm, i.e., a hierarchical
controller that decides the amount of fuel and of electrical energy to be allocated at the
current time step. In a simulation, the actual physical building is not available and, hence,
to simulate a real-time environment, a second, building model with similar but not
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identical input loads are used to represent the actual building. The flow paths between the
two sets of models (dotted line in Figure 3.4) allow the building states in the predictive
model to be updated. This update would only occur in the time steps when the engine
operation decision is being made. In the example shown in Figure 3.3 this update would
occur in steps 1 and 5.

Real Weather Data

Predicted Weather Data

Weather Information

Weather Information

Building States

Building
Model

(Feedback Loop)

Building
Model

Exceeded Energy
(Feedback Loop)

Cooling, Heating & Electricity

CHP Comp
Boiler

CHP Comp

Engine

Water
Tank

Boiler

Engine

Water
Tank

Estimated Cooling
& Heating Demand
On-Off Signal

Linear Program

(Feed Forward Loop)

a. The First (an Actual Simulation)

b. The Second Set (a Predicted Simulation)
Figure 3.4

A Schematic Diagram for Concurrent Simulations

Figure 3.5 illustrate how the building state variables are updated in the predicted
model. In Figure 3.5, States 1 to 6 are desired states of building (set values), and State 1’
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to 6’ are real states of building in an actual system. States 1” to 6” are states of a building
in a predicted system. Based on the heating and cooling demands calculated in the
predicted system, CHP components in an actual system drive the state of building to State
1’. State 1’ should be at the position of State 1 in ideal CHP operations, but there is an
error in load prediction based on the difference between predicted and actual weather
data. After the first time step simulation, States 1, 1’, and 1” move toward State 2 (set
point at that time step). At that point, the difference between States 1 and 1” is
proportional to the required energy demand in a predicted system. Therefore, the
difference between the actual system state variables and the predicted system state
variables increases the error at each time steps. To decrease the error in the heating and
cooling demand calculation, the predictive algorithm copies the (“measured”) state
variables from the actual system as shown in Figure 3.5 and uses these variables as initial
conditions for the next prediction sequence.
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An actual system
A predicted system
Set point

State variables
(temperature,
humidity ratio,
etc.)

State 5’
State 3’
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Set Point

1”
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3
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4’

5”

4

5

6’
6
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State 4”

State 0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
Time steps

Figure 3.5
Different Building Statuses without Initiation of Building State Variables

3.4

Simulation Results

3.4.1

Results of 4 Time-Step Prediction Operational Strategy
This section presents the results of two case studies in which the operational

strategy presented in Section 3.3 is tested for buildings located in Chicago, IL and
Hartford, CT. The typical meteorological year 2 (TMY2) weather data was used for
these simulations. One would expect sixteen minutes ahead predicted weather data to be
similar to the actual weather conditions with slight errors. To capture this effect, weather
data from nearby cites was used in lieu of the predicted weather data in these simulations.
For example, weather data from the nearby city Springfield, IL was used as the predicted
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weather data for the building located in Chicago. Similarly, weather data from Bridgeport,
CT was used as the predicted weather data for the building in Hartford, CT. Four cases
were simulated to demonstrate the efficacy of the strategy described in Section 3.3. Table
3.3 presents a summary of the simulation results. In Cases 1 and 3, conventional heating
and power systems without storage devices were used for the buildings in Hartford, CT
and Chicago, IL, respectively.

Table 3.3
Comparison of Total Energy Consumption and Operational Cost
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Conventional

CHP

Conventional

CHP

Real Weather Data

Hartford

Hartford

Chicago

Chicago

Predicted Weather Data

Hartford

Bridgeport

Chicago

Springfield

Heat Energy Storage

No Tank

Tank

No Tank

Tank

No Battery

Battery

No Battery

Battery

N/A

LP 4 Step

N/A

LP 4 Step

Electricity Price

$0.205/kWh

$0.205/kWh

$0.114/kWh

$0.114/kWh

Gas Price

$0.05/kWh

$0.05/kWh

$0.032/kWh

$0.032/kWh

Natural Gas Energy (kWh)

5,887

18,131

5,912

14,258

Electric Energy (kWh)

6,337

1,900

6,337

2,864

Cost ($/Month)

1,568

1,288

912

783

0%

17.9%

0%

14.1%

Heating and Power System

Electric Energy Storage
Optimization Strategy

Saving Rate

In Cases 2 and 4, CHP systems was operated using the 4 time-step ahead
predictive operational strategy for the two cites. The simulation was performed for the
month of January. The prices of electricity and natural gas used in the simulations were
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obtained from the U.S. Energy Information Administration2. The results in Table 3 show
that the CHP system operating according to the 4 time-step prediction strategy were able
to provide significant cost savings as compared to conventional heating and power
system for both cities. Comparing Case 2 against Case 1, the cost saving was
approximately 18%. Comparing Case 4 against Case 3, the cost saving was about 14%.

3.4.2

Case Study of 4 Time-Step and 10 Time-Step Strategies
An additional case study is presented in this section to show the effect of

extending the prediction time in the operational strategy. The simulation results using 10time-step prediction strategy is compared to the results using 4-time-step prediction
strategy. In 10-time-step prediction strategy, the minimum continuous engine operation
time was set to 16 minutes (i.e. 4 time-steps), but the operation decisions were based on
10-time-step ahead weather prediction. Due to the large computational time required, a
two-day simulation was performed to make a comparison. The weather data for Chicago,
IL is used for the real weather data and one of Springfield, IL for the predicted weather
data. As shown in Table 3.4, the results using two strategies are compared to the baseline
case (Case 1) in which a conventional heating and power system was used. The results in
Table 3.4 shows that the cost saving was slightly improved when 10-time-step prediction
is used in the building compared to when 4-time-step prediction is used.

2

U.S. Energy Information Administration Available at http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/dnav/ng/ng_sum_lsum_dcu_SCT_m.htm
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Table 3.4
Result Comparison between 4-Time-Step and 10-Time-Step Prediction Strategies
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Conventional

CHP

CHP

Real Weather Data

Chicago

Chicago

Chicago

Predicted Weather Data

Chicago

Springfield

Springfield

Heat Energy Storage

No Tank

Tank

Tank

No Battery

Battery

Battery

-

10 KW

10 KW

Optimization Strategy

N/A

LP 4 Step Ahead

LP 10 Step Ahead

Electricity Price ($/kWh)

0.114

0.114

0.114

Gas Price ($/kWh)

0.032

0.032

0.032

Natural Gas Energy (kWh)

350

956

937

Electric Energy (kWh)

569

178

176

Total Energy (kWh)

919

1132

1113

58.09

50.57

50.04

-

12.95%

13.86%

Heating and Power System

Electric Energy Storage
Engine Size

Total Cost ($/day)
Saving Rate
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS FOR OPTIMAL PGU OPERATION

This chapter presents an analytic approach for defining optimal operation
decisions for a power generation unit (PGU) in combined heating and power (CHP)
systems. The system is optimized with respect to cost, and the independent variables are
the thermal load and the electric load. Linear Programming (LP) and Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) are common tools used to find the optimal PGU operation
for a given combination of thermal and electric loads, but these methods are
computationally intensive for both the single time step and the multi time step
calculations and are generally not well suited for real time control applications. The
analytic process introduced in this chapter shows that the optimal PGU operation for all
possible thermal and electric loads can be decided for a single time step by simple
explicit equations even when the efficiency of the PGU is allowed to vary with PGU
loading. Moreover, the analysis reveals that for all possible load conditions the optimal
CHP system operation is based on either following the electric load (FEL) or following
the thermal load (FTL) strategies. The cost ratio, i.e. the ratio of the electricity price to
the fuel price, is introduced as the key parameter used for making optimal decisions. The
cost ratios in Chicago, IL and Philadelphia, PA are used as case studies to show the effect
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that different cost ratios have on the optimal operation decisions for each possible input
load.

4.1

Analysis
This section presents the analytic optimization model developed in this chapter.

First, the relationship between the heating demand and the heat recovered by the PGU is
used to split the PGU operation range into two regions. In the first region, the engine
provides at least enough heat to meet the heating demand, and in the second region the
engine provides less heat than that needed to meet the heating demand. Then, the
inequality relationship between the operational cost of the conventional system and that
of the CHP system, Costref ≥ CostCHP, is used to find out the PGU operation constraints in
which savings will occur for a given loading condition in each region. The ensuing
analysis also reveals how the electric load and overall CHP efficiency requirements
further constrain the PGU operation range where savings occur. Finally, for each
scenario the optimal PGU operation strategy that yields maximum savings is defined.

4.1.1 PGU Operation Strategy based on Thermal Load
As mentioned before, the PGU operation range can be split into two regions using
the relationship between the heating demand and the heat recovered by the engine. The
two regions are bounded and separated by the equation
Qreq

Qrec

(4.1)

where Qreq is the required heat to meet the heating demand and Qrec is the heat recovered
from the engine. The required heat is related to the building thermal load as
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( 4. 4)

w h er e a a n d b ar e effi ci e n c y p ar a m et ers f or a gi v e n P G U [ 1 9].
At t his p oi nt t h e b o u n d ar y d efi n e d i n E q u ati o n ( 4. 1) c a n b e e x p a n d e d i n t er ms of
E q u ati o ns ( 4. 2), ( 4. 3), a n d ( 4. 4) as
E

pgu

w h er e (a

1
a

1

Q

(
hc

h

b)

( 4. 5)

Q N ET

1) is gr e at er t h a n z er o f or n at ur al g as a n d di es el e n gi n es.

E q u ati o n ( 4. 5) is s atisfi e d w h e n t h e P G U pr o d u c es t h e e x a ct a m o u nt of h e at r e q uir e d t o
s atisf y t h e h e ati n g d e m a n d. T h e c orr es p o n di n g el e ctri c e n er g y pr o d u c e d b y t h e P G U will
b e d efi n e d as E’ f or n ot ati o n al c o n v e ni e n c e:

E'

a 'Q

h

b'

( 4. 6)
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a'
b'

4.1.2

1

(4.7)

(a 1) K hc KQNET
b
a 1

(4.8)

PGU Operation Constraints based on Operational Cost Savings
Depending on the thermal load, two different regions of PGU operation have been

introduced in Section 2.1. In this section, additional PGU operation constraints for cost
savings are defined for each region. To obtain operational cost savings using a CHP
system for a given load condition, the PGU operation strategy should be constrained such
that the cost of CHP system operation, CostCHP, is lower than the cost of a conventional
system operation, Costref. The following inequality equation will be used to specify the
PGU operation range that generates savings in each region.
Costref t CostCHP

(4.9)

Equation (4.9) can be expanded as

Eb  Coste  Fb  Cost f t (Eb  E pgu )  Coste  Fpgu  Fboiler  Cost f

(4.10)

where Eb and Fb are the electricity and fuel energy consumed by the building when using
a conventional system, Coste and Costf are the cost of electricity and fuel, and Fboiler is
the fuel energy consumed by the boiler. An energy flow chart is supplied in Figure 4.1 to
help to understand the cost and efficiency equations.
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CHP System
EGrid

Electric
Grid

Building

EGrid
Eb

+
Fboiler

Power
Generation
Unit (PGU)

Boiler

Electric
Load (EL)

Eb

Electric
Grid

Eb

Thermal
Load (TL)

Qh

Heating
Device

Fb

Epgu
Qrec

+
Fpgu

Conventional System

Qreq

Qh

Heating
Coil

Qboiler

Figure 4.1
Flow Diagram of a CHP System and Conventional System

The fuel energy consumed by the PGU and the boiler can be determined using the
efficiency of the heating system, K h , and the boiler efficiency, K boiler , as follows

Fb

Qh
Kh

(4.11)

Fboiler

Qboiler
K boiler

(4.12)

where Qboiler is the heat supply by the boiler.
At this point Equation (4.12) can be rewritten as

RCost

t

Fpgu  Fboiler  Fb

(4.13)

E pgu
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Cost e
Cost f

RCost

(4.14)

In the case where the engine provides at least as much heat as required to meet the
heating demand the boiler is not needed and Equation (4.13) can be simplified to

RCost

t

F pgu  Fb

(4.15)

E pgu

Inequalities (4.13) and (4.15) can be used to define the regions in which savings occur for
each thermal load condition. More insight is gained by expanding Equation (4.13)
using Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.11), and (4.12) as

(RCost  RCHP )  E pgu

t

(

1

K hc K boiler

a  (1

RCHP



1

Kh

)  Qh  (1

K QNET K QNET
)
K boiler K boiler

K QNET
)b
K boiler

(4.16)

(4.17)

The heat required for the boiler, Qboiler has been assumed to be the difference between the
heat required to meet the heating demand, Qreq, and the heat recovered by the engine, Qrec.
Notice that if Rcost is less than RCHP the direction of the inequality will be changed when
Equation (4.16) is solved for Epgu. Therefore, Equation (4.16) can be solved for Epgu when
Rcost > RCHP as

KQNET
1
1
 )  Qh  (1 
)b
Khc  Kboiler Kh
Kboiler
E pgu t
(RCost  RCHP )
(

(4.18)

And when Rcost < RCHP as

KQNET
1
1
 )  Qh  (1 
)b
Khc  Kboiler Kh
Kboiler
E pgu d
(RCost  RCHP )
(
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(4.19)

Either Equation (4.18) or Equation (4.19) will be used to define the possible operation
range that yield savings for the case when Qreq > Qrec. Since RCHP is a constant and Rcost is
expected to remain constant for a given month, the operation strategy that yields savings
should not change for that month.
Similarly Equation (4.15) can be expanded using Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4),
(4.11), and (4.12) as

(RCost  a)  E pgu t b 

Qh
Kh

(4.20)

Similar to Equation (4.16) there are two possible cases for this savings inequality.
Equation (4.20) can be solved for Epgu if Rcost is greater than ‘a’ as

Qh
Kh
t
(RCost  a)
b

E pgu

(4.21)

And when Rcost is less than ‘a’ as
Qh
Kh
E pgu d
(RCost  a)
b

(4.22)

Either Equation (4.21) or (4.22) will be used to specify the operation range that yield
savings for the case when Qreq ≤ Qrec.
For convenience, E'' is defined as the electricity produced when the equality is met in
Equation (4.22) as
Qh
Kh
E''
(RCost  a)
b

(4.23)
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Similarly, E’’’ is defined as the electricity produced when the equality is satisfied in
Equation (4.16) as
(
E'''

4.1.3

1



1

K hc Kboiler K h

) Qh  (1

(RCost  RCHP )

KQNET
)b
Kboiler

(4.24)

PGU Operation Bound based on Maximum Cost Savings
In addition to the constraints provided by the heating demand and the cost ratio,

the electric demand constrains the region in which savings will occur. The following
analysis reveals that, assuming no electricity storage or the possibility of selling back
electricity to the grid, savings are always diminished when Epgu > Eb. For this case,
Equation (4.8) can be rewritten as

Coste  Eb  Cost f  Fb

t

Cost f  (Fpgu  Fboiler )

(4.25)

To test the effect of Epgu > Eb Equation (25) can be rewritten using Epgu=Eb + ΔE and
Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.11), and (4.12) to obtain

Coste  Eb  Cost f 

Qh

Kh

t

Cost f  (1 

K QNET
)  a  'E
K boiler

[(b  Eb  a)  (1

KQNET
Qh
)
]Cost f
Kboiler Khc Kboiler

(4.26)

In Equation (4.26), all variables except for 'E are assumed to be constant in a given
period, and (1

KQNET
) is always positive because the heat recovery efficiency of PGU,
Kboiler

K QNET , is lower than the boiler efficiency, Kboiler . Therefore, increasing 'E in Equation
(4.26) diminishes the savings margin between the cost of CHP and that of the
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conventional system. For this reason, E b is shown to be the upper limit for maximum
savings. The inequality that bound the savings area for each case can be summarized in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1
Available PGU Operation Range for Savings
Case 1: Qrec t Qreq

Case 2: Qrec  Qreq

Rcost > a

Eb t E pgu t max(E ', E'')

N/A

Rcost < a

min(E'', Eb ) t E pgu t E'

N/A

Rcost > RCHP

N/A

E'''d E pgu  min(E ', Eb )

Rcost < RCHP

N/A

E pgu  min(E ', E''', Eb )

4.1.4

PGU Operation Bound based on the Minimum CHP Efficiency
In many cases, the CHP system efficiency is required to be above a certain level

for CHP friendly policies. This section shows how minimum CHP efficiency
requirements further constrain the range of Epgu. The efficiency of a CHP system can be
defined as

K CHP

Quseful

E pgu  Quseful

(4.27)

Fpgu

Qreq if Qrec t Qreq or Quseful

Qrec if Qrec  Qreq

If Qrec t Qreq , the CHP efficiency is expressed as
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(4.28)

KCHP

E pgu  Qreq
Fpgu

t KCHP _ MIN

(4.29)

where KCHP_ MIN is the minimum CHP efficiency required.
Equation (4.29) is rearranged using Equations (4.2) and (4.4) as follows

E pgu

ECHP _ EFF _ lim1

d

Qh

K hc

ECHP _ EFF _ lim1

(4.30)

 b  K CHP _ MIN

(4.31)

a  K CHP _ MIN 1

where ECHP _ EFF _ lim1 and (a K CHP _ MIN 1) is assumed to be positive since a is typically
greater than 2 and KCHP_ MIN greater than 0.6.
If Qrec  Qreq , the CHP efficiency is expressed as

KCHP

E pgu  Qrec
Fpgu

t KCHP_ MIN

(4.32)

Equation (4.32) is rearranged using Equations (4.3) and (4.4) as follows

(KCHP _ lim  K CHP _ MIN )  E pgu t
K CHP _ lim

(K CHP _ MIN  K QNET )  b
a
K QNET 

1  K QNET
a

(4.33)

(4.34)

Most CHP systems are characterized by (KCHP _ lim t KCHP _ MIN ) , therefore Equation (4.33)
can be expressed as

K CHP _ lim

t

E pgu

t

K CHP _ MIN

(4.35)

(K QCHP  K CHP _ MIN )  b
(K CHP _ MIN  K CHP _ lim )  a
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(4.36)

E pgu

t

(4.37)

(K CHP _ MIN  K QNET )  b

ECHP _ EFF _ lim 2

4.1.5

ECHP _ EFF _ lim 2

(K CHP _ lim  K CHP _ MIN )  a

(4.38)

Maximum Saving Analysis based on Operational Cost
Table 1 has given the range of PGU operation that will generate savings in each

of the possible cases, but the optimal operation strategy in each case has not been
specified. The optimal operation strategy can be found by maximizing the savings gained
from the CHP system operation which can be defined as
Savings

Cost ref  CostCHP

(4.39)

Equation (4.39) can be expanded to

Savings

Eb  Coste  Fb  Cost f [(Eb  E pgu )  Coste  Fpgu  Fboiler  Cost f ]
(4.40)

If Qrec t Qreq , then Fboiler will be zero and Equation (4.40) can be simplified using
Equations (4.4) and (4.11) as follows

Savings
Cost e

(1 

a
RCost

)  E pgu 

1
RCost

(

Qh
 b)
Kh

(4.41)

The optimal operation strategy for this region depends on the relationship between the
engine efficiency parameter ‘a’ and the cost ratio. If RCost t a then E pgu should be as
large as possible within the constraints given in Sections 2.1 through 2.4 to get the
maximum savings since the coefficient of Epgu is positive in Equation (4.41). On the other
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hand, if RCost  a , then Epgu should be as small as possible within the given constraints to
maximize savings.
Similarly, Equation (4.40) can be expanded for the case when If Qrec  Qreq using
Equations (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.11), and (4.12) as

Savings
Cost e

ª § RCHP ·º
1
¸¸»  E pgu 
«1  ¨¨
RCost
«¬ © RCost ¹»¼

Kr

1

1

Kh _ r

·
§ Q
 ¨ h  b K r ¸
¨
¸
©Kh _ r
¹

K QNET
K boiler

(4.42)

(4.43)

1
1

K hc K boiler K h

(4.44)

In this case Epgu should be as large as possible within the constraints if RCHP<Rcost and as
small as possible if RCHP>Rcost.
Table 4.2 reveals the optimal operation strategy of the PGU for all possible load
conditions and cost parameter relationships. These results are found by combining the
results in this section with those in Section 4.1.3.
Once a geographical location is chosen, the electricity to fuel cost ratio, RCost , is fixed in a
given period, so only two optimal solutions ( Eopt_1 and Eopt_ 2 ) will be available
depending if Qrec t Qreq or Qrec  Qreq . The CHP system efficiency constraints given in
Equations (4.30) and (4.37) are not considered in Table 4.1. If the CHP system
efficiency constraints are added, the above decision making process can be changed as
shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
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Table 4.2
Optimal PGU Operation for the Maximum Saving
Case 1: Qrec t Qreq

Case 2: Qrec  Qreq .

Rcost > a

Eopt1a

Eb

N/A

Rcost < a

Eopt1b

E'

N/A

Rcost > RCHP

N/A

Rcost < RCHP

N/A

Eopt2a

min(E', Eb )

Eopt2b

0

Table 4.3
Available PGU Operation Range with CHP Efficiency Constraints for Saving
Case 1: Qrec t Qreq

Case 2: Qrec  Qreq .

Rcost > a

min( Eb , ECHP _ EFF _ lim1 ) t E pgu t max( E', E'')

N/A

Rcost < a

min( E'', Eb , ECHP _ EFF _ lim1 ) t E pgu t E'

N/A

Rcost >

N/A

max( E''', ECHP _ EFF _ lim2 ) d E pgu  min( E', Eb )

RCHP
Rcost <

N/A

E pgu  min(E ', E''', Eb )

RCHP
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Table 4.4
Optimal PGU Operation with a CHP Efficiency Constraint for the Maximum Saving
Case 1: Qrec t Qreq
Rcost > a
Rcost < a

4.2

Eopt1a

Eb

or

Case 2: Qrec  Qreq
N/A

ECHP _ EFF _ lim1

Eopt1b

Rcost > RCHP

N/A

Rcost < RCHP

N/A

N/A

E'
Eopt2a

min(E', Eb )

Eopt2b

0

Results
Two case studies for a given CHP system in Chicago, IL and Philadelphia, PA are

presented to illustrate the use of the methodology presented in the previous section.
These cities were chosen to show the effect of the difference in the fuel cost ratio, RCost,
between the two cities as shown in Table 4.5. A 10 kW PGU is chosen based on the
thermal and electric loads obtained by a computational simulation using EnergyPlus with
the U.S. DOE’s small office building model. The engine parameters and CHP system
components efficiencies used in both studies are illustrated in Table 4.6. The fuel costs
and efficiencies are assumed to be constant for a given period in the optimal solution, and,
therefore, each city has only two possible operation strategies for all possible load
conditions. For Chicago, Rcost is greater than both ‘a’ and RCHP. Based on Table 4.2, this
means that the optimal operation of the engine is either Eopt_1a or Eopt_2a depending on the
relationship between Qrec and Qreq in a given time step. The optimal solution for Chicago
is illustrated in Figure 4.2 as a function of the thermal and electric loads. Figure 4.2a
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represents the optimal operation for the case when Qrec < Qreq (Epgu≤E’), which is given
as the minimum between E’ and Eb as defined in Table 4.2 for Eopt2a.

Table 4.5
Cost for Electricity and Natural Gas
Chicago, IL

Philadelphia, PA

Coste * ($/kWh)

0.085

0.092

Costf * ($/kWh)

0.031

0.044

RCost

2.742

2.091

*Values obtained in January 2010

Table 4.6
Conversion and Efficiency Constraints
Symbol

Value

Fuel-to-Electric-Energy Conversion Parameter

a

2.67

Fuel-to-Electric-Energy Conversion Parameter

b

11.43

Fuel-to-Thermal-Energy Conversion Efficiency of PGU

ηQNET

0.72

Heating Efficiency of a Conventional System

ηh

0.9

Auxiliary Boiler Efficiency of a CHP System

ηboiler

0.9

Heating Coil Efficiency of a CHP System

ηc_comp

0.9

Minimum Allowable CHP Efficiency

ηCHP_MIN

0.6
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4.2a Optimal PGU Operations
p
p

4.2b Optimal PGU Operations
p
p

(When Epgu≤E’)
A

kWh

(When E’≤Epgu)

D

FEL

15

A

kWh

D

15

FEL
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1

10
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C’

1
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B

C

5

5

0
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0

2

4

6

1
EL

1) Line A-B : Eb = E’’’

8

0

10kWh

0

2

4

6

1
EL

8

10kWh

2) Line B-C : Eb = E’’ 3) Line B-D : Eb = E’ 4) Line B-C’ : E’ = E’’

Figure 4.2
Optimal PGU Operations with respect to Epgu Regions in Chicago

Figure 4.2b represents the case when Qrec > Qreq (Epgu≥E’), which is given as FEL
as defined in Table 4.2 for Eopt1a. The FTL region for Eopt2a overlaps the region for Eopt1a.
According to Equations (4.41) and (4.42) Epgu should be as large as possible to maximize
savings for all cases when Rcost is greater than both ‘a’ and RCHP. Therefore, in the
overlapped region the optimal choice is FEL since Eb is greater than E’ in this region.
After this simplification, the optimal operation strategy is shown to be FEL for all
loading cases in Chicago in which the CHP system generates savings as shown in Figure
4.3b. The optimal operation strategy as given in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are applicable for
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any building in Chicago that uses a CHP system with the parameters specified by Table
4.6.

4.3a Optimal PGU Operations

4.3b Optimal PGU Operations
(When 0≤Epgu≤Eb)

(When 0≤Epgu≤Eb)
A

kWh

D

FEL

15

TL
1

00:00 ~ 04:00

C

5

0

1

04:00 ~ 08:00

FEL

TL
T

FEL C’

B

Time Period

15

FTL or FEL
10

D

A

kWh

08:00 ~ 12:00
12:00 ~ 16:00

10

B

C

16:00 ~ 20:00
20:00 ~ 24:00

5

0

2

4

6

8

10kWh

0

0

EL
1) Line A-B : Eb = E’’’

2

4

6

8

10kWh

EL

1

1

2) Line B-C : Eb = E’’ 3) Line B-D : Eb = E’ 4) Line B-C’ : E’ = E’’

Figure 4.3
Optimal PGU Operations depending on TL and EL in Chicago

As an example, averaged-hourly thermal load (TL) and electric load (EL) of the
DOE’s small office building model in January are shown as points in Figure 4.3b to
illustrate how the optimal strategy changes during a day. The points rotate in the clockwise direction, FEL from 6 AM to 5 PM, and, then, turning off the PGU at all other times.
In Philadelphia, Rcost is greater than RCHP but smaller than the engine efficiency
parameter ‘a’. In this case Table 4.2 reveals that the optimal operation of the engine is
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either Eopt_1b or Eopt_2a depending on the relationship between Qrec and Qreq in a given time
step. The optimal solution for Philadelphia is illustrated in Figure 4.4 as a function of the
TL and EL. Figure 4.4a represents the optimal operation strategy for the case when Qrec
< Qreq (Epgu≤E’), which is given as the minimum between E’ and Eb as defined in Table
4.2 for Eopt2a.

4.4a Optimal PGU Operations

4.4b Optimal PGU Operations
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Figure 4.4
Optimal PGU Operations with respect to Epgu Regions in Philadelphia

Figure 4.4b represents the case when Qrec > Qreq (Epgu≥E’), which is given as FTL
as defined in Table 4.2 for Eopt1b. It can be observed, that the FTL region for Eopt2a
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overlaps with the region for Eopt1b. In this case, however, the overlapping regions
prescribe the same optimal operation strategy as shown in Figure 4.5a. After
simplification, the optimal operation strategies for all loading cases in Philadelphia are
shown in Figure 4.5b. In addition, averaged-hourly electricity and thermal loads of the
DOE’s small office building model in January are shown as points in Figure 4.5b. The
points rotate in the clock-wise direction, FEL from 7 AM to 11 AM, FTL from 11 AM to
6 PM, and PGU turned off otherwise.
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Optimal PGU Operations depending on TL and EL in Philadelphia
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Interestingly, the optimal analytic solution in Chicago is always FEL. The price
ratio in Chicago is so favorable for the CHP system that the PGU can generate electricity
even without fully using the recovered waste heat energy. On the other hand, in
Philadelphia, the price ratio is not as favorable as in Chicago, so the possible savings
region is smaller than in Chicago and the PGU operation is restricted by FTL as
illustrated by the area B-C’-D in Figure 4.5. However, if the cost ratio is below RCHP, the
CHP system cannot make any profit as mentioned in Table 4.2.
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The Optimal PGU Operation with the CHP Efficiency Limit
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Additionally, the CHP efficiency constraints are considered for the optimal
solution. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are used to find the optimal solution, and the results are
shown in Figure 4.6. This figure shows that the minimum CHP efficiency forces the
PGU to follow ECHP_EFF_lim1, FCE1, instead of FEL in Chicago. In Philadelphia, the
optimal choices did not change because the possible PGU operation region for savings in
Figure 4.5b is already so small that the CHP efficiency constraint did not affect the
optimal PGU operation strategies as shown in Figure 4.6b. However, the effect of the
CHP efficiency limits, ECHP_EFF_lim1 and ECHP_EFF_lim2, can change depending on PGU
parameters (ηCHP_MIN=0.55, 0.6, or 0.65) as shown Figure 4.6a.
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CHAPTER V
MODELING OF RECIPROCATING IC ENGINES FOR CHP

This chapter introduces a reciprocating internal combustion engine model for
CHP simulations, and the engine is modeled as an open system following the
thermodynamic and gas exchange models with the Wiebe function. The objective of
these models is to predict an overall first law energy balance for an engine at rated engine
speed, i.e., predict performance/efficiency maps for both electrical power output and
useful thermal output, based on the simulation results of pressure, temperature, an mass
in the cylinder from the thermodynamic model. The model presented in this chapter is
developed for in-line four-stroke and n-cylinder engines and is not for V-type,
turbocharged, and/or supercharged engines.

5.1

Engine Energy Balance
An engine energy balance can be expressed as:
E

where E

fuel

fuel

(5.1)

W
 Q  Q
 Q
shaft
ex
cool
loss

is the rate of fuel energy ( fuel mass flow rate * lower heating value),

the rate of shaft work,

Q

ex

is the rate of heat rejection through the exhaust gas,

rate of heat transfer through the cylinder wall to coolant, and,
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Q
loss

W
shaft

Q
cool

is

is the

is the rate of heat loss

to the surrounding environment. Each term in the right hand side of Equation (5.1) can be
determined using numerical solutions (e.g., temperature, pressure, and mass trapped in
the cylinder) obtained from the model that will be described late in this chapter in Section
5.1.2.

5.1.1 Power Generation
The rate of shaft work per cylinder (a.k.a. break power) can be determined as:
W

shaft

V N
bmep d e
2

(5.2)

where bmep is break mean effective pressure, Vd is the displacement volume, and Ne is
the engine speed in rev/s. The bmep is the external shaft work per unit volume done by
the engine and it can be expressed by the difference between the indicated mean effective
pressure (imep) and the friction mean effective pressure (fmep):
bmep

(5.3)

imep  fmep

The imep is the net work per cycle divided by the displacement volume per cycle and can
be determined by
imep

³ PdV

(5.4)

V
d

where P and V, pressure and volume, respectively, are obtained from the analysis in
Section 5.1.2. The fmep is the friction force per unit area due to mechanical and accessory
friction. Using Winterbone’s equation , fmep can be expressed as:
fmep

0.061  1.167  Pmax  4.9 u 10
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6

Ne

(5.5)

where Pmax is the maximum cylinder pressure in kPa, and Ne is the engine speed in rev/s.
The power output can be determined by considering number of cylinders (i.e., a factor of
n) and generator efficiency:
W
out

n  W
K
shaft gen

(5.6)

The fuel-to-power conversion efficiency of power generation units is then
W
out
E fuel

K power

5.1.2

(5.7)

Thermal Energy Availability
Thermal energy rejected through the exhaust gas for four-cylinder engines can be

evaluated as:
Q
ex

N
e
n  m h
ex ex 2

(5.8)

where m is the exhaust gas mass flow rate and hex is the enthalpy of exhaust gas. The
ex

fuel-to-exhaust-energy conversion efficiency is then
K ex

Q
ex
E fuel

(5.9)

The rate of heat rejection to the coolant for the four cylinders is estimated as:
Q
cool

n

dQht N e
dT 2

(5.10)

where dQht/dθ is the rate of heat transfer between the in-cylinder gas mixture and the
cylinder walls with respect to crank angle (θ) which is evaluated in Section 5.2. The fuelto-coolant-energy conversion efficiency is then
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K cool

Q cool
E

(5.11)

fuel

Note that a conversion factor, Ne/2, is used in Equations (5.2), (5.8) and (5.10) to convert
(per degree) to (per second) for four-stroke engines since the exhaust gas flow rate and
heat transfer rate are obtained in J/deg from the thermodynamic engine model described
in Section 5.2. A factor of n is used in Equations (5.6), (5.8) and (5.10) to take account
the number of cylinder.

5.2

Thermodynamic Model
A single-zone thermodynamic model of an internal combustion engine is

presented below. The objective of this model is to obtain histories of temperature (T),
pressure (P), and mass trapped (m) in the cylinder for a full cycle of the crank angle (θ).
Applying the first law of thermodynamics for an open system to an engine cylinder yields
dU
dT

dH
dQ dW
i

¦
dT dT
d
T
i

(5.12)

where the subscript i refers to an inlet or outlet of the open system and the net heat into
the cylinder (Q) is the difference between the chemical heat release during the
combustion process (Qc) and the heat transfer through the cylinder walls (Qht). Assuming
ideal gas behavior, Equation (5.12) can be expressed in terms of the cylinder temperature
(T) with respect to crank angle (θ):
mc

dT
dm
u
v dT
dT

dQ
dQ
§ dm ·
c  ht  mRT dV  ¨ h
¦ ¨ i i ¸¸
dT
dT
V dT i
dT
©
¹
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(5.13)

where m is the mass of gas in the cylinder, cv is the specific heat at constant volume, R is
the gas constant, V is the cylinder volume, and h is enthalpy.

5.2.1 Engine Geometry
The cylinder volume can be expressed by
Vd
V
 d y
r 1 s c

V

(5.14)

where Vd is the displacement volume, r is the compression ratio, sc is the stroke, and y(θ)
is the instantaneous stroke given by the following equation.
0.5
2
º
ª§
·
s
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2
2 ¸
«¨
 l c  l c  ¨¨ ¸¸ sin(T )
 c cos(T )»
»
«¨
¸
2
2
© 2¹
¹
»¼
¬«©

y

(5.15)

where lc is the length of the connecting rod (m).

5.2.2 Net Heat Release
The chemical heat release rate is calculated using the mass burn rate as follows:
dQ

c

dT

dx
b
Q
t dT

(5.16)

where Qt is the total chemical energy released during the combustion process given by
Qt

(5.17)

m fuel  LHV fuel

and xb is the mass burned fraction, which is expressed in terms of the Wiebe function
ª §T T
s
«
xb 1 exp  a¨
¨
« © Td
¬

·
¸
¸
¹

nw 1

º
»
»
¼

(5.18)
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In Equation (5.17), mfuel is the mass of fuel trapped in the cylinder in one engine cycle,
and LHVfuel is the lower heating value of fuel. In Equation (5.18), a and nw are Wiebe
function parameters, θs is the crank angle at the start of combustion, and θd is the
combustion duration in crank angle degrees.

5.2.3 Net Heat Transfer
The rate of heat transfer between the in-cylinder gas mixture and the cylinder
walls is evaluated as follows:
dQht
dT

ht  Aw  >T  Tw @
2S  N e

(5.19)

where T is the mean gas absolute temperature in the cylinder in K, Tw is the cylinder wall
absolute temperature in K, Aw is the instantaneous surface area available for heat transfer,
and ht is the heat transfer coefficient which can be determined using Woschni’s
correlation:
ht

3.26P

0.8 0.8 0.2 0.55
w b
T

(5.20)

In Equation (5.20) b is the cylinder bore and w is the average in-cylinder gas velocity
during combustion in m/s, which is calculated using the following expression by
Woschni:
w

V To
P  Pm
E1 2N e s c  E 2 d
PoVo

(5.21)

In Equation (5.21), Vd is the displaced volume, Po, Vo, and To are the initial pressure,
volume, and temperature, β1 = 2.28 and β2 = 3.24×10-3 are model constants, and Pm is the
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motoring pressure in kPa at a given crank angle, which is obtained by assuming a
polytropic compression process from intake valve closure.

5.2.4

Gas Property Relationships
The ratio of specific heats (γ) for the air and fuel mixture as a function of

temperature can be determined using Zucrow and Hoffman’s equation. A quadratic
interpolation is used to simplify their equation as
J (T ) 1.458 1.62810 4 T  4.13910 8 T 2

(5.22)

where T is the cylinder temperature in K. The specific heats at constant volume is given
by
R

c (T )
v

(5.23)

J (T ) 1

The specific internal energy and enthalpy are defined as
uT

³

hT

³

R

dT

(5.24)

R  J (T )
dT
J (T ) 1

(5.25)

J (T ) 1

5.2.5 Gas Exchange Process
The intake and exhaust gas exchange process can be modeled using the equations
for gas flow through a nozzle. The mass flow rate is given by Heywood
dm
dT
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(5.26a)
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(5.26b)

(5.26c)

4

where the subscript s refers to the stagnation condition, the subscript v refers to the valve
condition, CD is the valve discharge coefficient, and Av is the reference valve area. The
discharge coefficients, CD, are based on the valve head diameter and the typical valve lift
(Lv) profile as shown in Figure 5.1 by Heywood and Stone. For intake flow, the
stagnation conditions refer to conditions in the intake port. For exhaust flow, the
stagnation conditions refer to conditions in the cylinder. Assuming an ideal gas behavior
(PV = mRT), the cylinder pressure (Pv for intake flow and Ps for exhaust flow in Equation
(5.26)) can be expressed in terms of volume, temperature, and mass in the cylinder.
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Figure 5.1
Valve Lift (%) and Discharge Coefficient

5.3

Test Engine Specification
The engine model illustrated in Section 5.2 is used to simulate the response of a

natural gas engine-generator set. The manufacturer’s specifications for the engine and
generator are shown in Table 5.1. Other parameters used in the simulation are presented
in Table 5.2. Experimental data for the engine-generator set from the manufacturer are
presented in Table 5.3. These results are used to compare to the simulation results in
Section 5.4.
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Table 5.1
Engine-Generator Set Manufacturer’s Specification
Parameter
Rated power output
Maximum power at rated RPM
Cylinder configuration
Displacement (Vd)
Cylinder bore (b)
Cylinder stroke (sc)
Compression ratio (rc)
Rated engine speed (Ne)
Generator efficiency (ηgen)

Value
15 kW
17.4 kW
In-line 4
1.82 E-3 m3 (1.82 L)
0.084 m
0.082 m
8.5
30 rev/s (1800rpm)
0.88

Table 5.2
Estimated Engine Parameters
Parameter
Value
Initial pressure (Po)
101.325 kPa (1 atm)
Initial temperature (To)
298 K
Initial mass (mo)
6.102×10-4 kg
Cylinder wall temperature (Tw)
349 K (76 ºC)
Lower heating value (LHV)
48000 kJ/kg
Density of natural gas (ρNG)
0.72 kg/m3
Connecting rod length (lc)
0.126 m
Start of combustion (θs)
40 deg BTDC
Burn duration (θd)
40 deg
Intake valve head diameter(Div)
0.43 × b
Exhaust valve head diameter(Dev)
0.35 × b
Maximum Valve Lift (Lv)
0.25 × Dv
Wiebe efficiency factor (a)
5*
Wiebe form factor (nw)
2*
* By Heywood (1998) and Stone (1999)
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Table 5.3
Manufacturer’s Engine-Generator Set Technical Data

5.4

Fuel consumption (m3/hr)

Load

6.3

100 % (15 kW)

4.7

75 % (11.25 kW)

3.3

50 % (7.5 kW)

Exhaust gas temperature at rated power

885 K

Simulation Results
The engine model described in Section 5.2 is configured and validated against the

engine specifications shown in Section 5.3. The results obtained from the simulation are
presented in this section. The cylinder gas temperature (T) and mass (m) can be obtained
by applying a numerical solver, e.g., a fourth-order Runge-Kutta solver, to Equations
(5.13) and (26) in Section 5.2. The cylinder pressure (P) is obtained from the ideal gas
law. The cylinder pressure and temperature profiles at rated power with respect to crank
angle are illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. From the results of the air pressure and
temperature in the cylinder, the brake power and friction power can be obtained by using
Equations (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5). However, a substantial part of the friction power
(50%) is dissipated between the piston and piston rings and cylinder wall and is
transferred to the cooling medium as coolant energy by Heywood (1998). Using
Equations (5.6), (5.8), and (5.10), the fuel energy conversion to power, exhaust energy,
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and coolant energy are obtained as shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively. These
plots provide plausible energy conversion factors (instead of arbitrarily assigning energy
partitions such as 30% mechanical from the fuel, etc.) that can be used in CHP system
simulations, especially for the heat recovery conversion and for the entire range of
operation of the engine. The stagnation conditions in the exhaust flow were assumed to
be the conditions in-cylinder (see Section 5.2.4). Thus, the exhaust gas temperature at
each power output can be approximated averaging the cylinder gas temperatures. For
example, the exhaust gas temperature at rated power can be approximated by averaging
the cylinder gas temperatures shown in Figure 5.3. The exhaust gas temperature as a
function of power output and its linear fit are illustrated in Figure 5.7. The information
presented in Figure 5.7 can be effectively used in the design of heat exchangers to extract
heat from the exhaust gas and in an exergy analysis of CHP systems.
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Figure 5.2
Cylinder Pressure (kPa) at Rated Power
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Figure 5.3
Cylinder Temperature (K) at Rated Power
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Figure 5.4
Power Output (kW) vs. Fuel Energy (kW)
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Heat Rejection Rate through Exhaust Gas (kW) vs. Fuel Energy (kW)
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Heat Rejection Rate to Coolant (kW) vs. Fuel Energy (kW)
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Averaged Exhaust Gas Temperature (K) vs. Power Output (kW)

In Figures 5.4 and 5.7, the simulation results are compared to the manufacturer’s
technical data3 to check the feasibility of the model. The figures illustrate that the
experimental results from the manufacturer agree well with the predicted results from the
proposed model. In this study, a modeling uncertainty analysis to estimate the confidence
levels in the results is not carried out because it is beyond the scope of this work. In a
previous study by Cho et al. (2009), a comprehensive uncertainty analysis of a dynamic
engine model was carried out and demonstrated that the confidence levels of cylinder
pressure at each crank angle can be determined. However, the dynamic uncertainty in the
3
In general, the manufacturer’s technical data of ICEs are obtained from experiments using properly calibrated fuel mass flow rate
meters and power meters (a.k.a. dynamometers). From the manufacturer’s manuals, it is found that accuracy of properly calibrated
fuel mass flow meters is in a range of ±0.1 to ±1.0 %, while accuracy of properly calibrated power meters is in a range of ±0.25 to
±1.0 %. Within the accuracy of metering devices, it can be concluded that the manufacturer’s technical data of ICEs are reliable.
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cylinder pressure cannot not be directly translated into the uncertainties associated with
power and thermal energy outputs. Although the uncertainty analysis is not provided in
this study, the various capacity engines are evaluated using the proposed model and
compared against the manufacturers’ data as shown in Table 5.4. Results demonstrate
that the proposed model can provide reliable outcomes and can be applied to larger
capacity engines. However, the proposed model needs to be carefully used as mentioned
in the beginning of Section 2 since it does not necessarily provide accurate results for Vtype, turbo-charged and/or super-charged engines. Using Equations (5.7), (5.9), and
(5.11), the conversion efficiencies for power, exhaust energy, and coolant energy can be
calculated. Based on these results, fuel energy partition can be illustrated in Figure 5.8
with respect to power output of the engine. Figure 5.8 illustrates the energy partition at
the maximum power (i.e., 17.4 kW). The energy partition in Figure 5.8 is consistent with
the typical energy balance for automotive engines at maximum power predicted by
Heywood and shown in Table 5.5. The power output is converted to the rate of shaft
work by dividing by the generator efficiency (ηgen = 0.883). The rate of shaft work at the
maximum power level is found to be 27.8 %, which falls within the range of the predicted
value for SI engines in Table 5.5. Percentages of fuel energy for exhaust energy, coolant
energy, and net energy losses also fall within or near the range of the predicted values for
SI engines in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.4
Fuel Energy Prediction from the Proposed Model Compared with Manufacturers’ Data
for Various Engine Capacities
Fuel Energy

25 kW

46 kW

80 kW

100 kW

25% Part Load

50% Part Load

75% Part Load

100% Load

Manufacturer’s Data

31.7 kW

57.7 kW

84.1 kW

105.2 kW

Model Prediction

29.0 kW

54.9 kW

80.8 kW

106.6 kW

Error

8.4 %

4.9%

4.0%

-1.3%

Manufacturer’s Data

60.1 kW

108.4 kW

1521.2 kW

Model Prediction

51.4 kW

98.5 kW

145.5 kW

192.5 kW

Error

14.4 %

9.2 %

3.8 %

-0.3 %

Manufacturer’s Data

91.4 kW

175.8 kW

244.7 kW

338.2 kW

Model Prediction

100.2 kW

173.8 kW

247.4 kW

321.1 kW

Error

-9.6 %

1.2 %

-1.1 %

5.1 %

Manufacturer’s Data

108.7 kW

209.0 kW

290.4 kW

369.3 kW

Model Prediction

105.5 kW

194.1 kW

282.8 kW

371.5 kW

Error

3.0 %

7.1 %

2.6 %

-0.6 %

192.0%

Table 5.5
Energy Balance for Automotive Engines at Maximum Power by Heywood
shaft

ex

cool

loss

(Percentage of Fuel Energy)
SI Engine

25-28

34-45

17-26

5-15

Diesel Engine

34-38

22-35

16-35

3-8
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Figure 5.8
Percentage of Fuel Energy (%) vs. Power Output (kW)
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5.5

Tool Development
The engine model can provide a performance/efficiency map, which is useful

when deciding the optimal sizing of the PGU or the optimal operation strategy for CHP
systems. However, implementing the numerical calculations can prove to be tedious and
difficult for some users. For this reason, a user-friendly engine model tool4 has been
developed using FORTRAN. A Visual Basic interface is used to present a user-friendly
input and output platform for the tool. Figure 5.9 shows the input platform that includes
input variables for the engine simulation. In this platform, the engine specification and
manufacturer’s experimental data are entered. The manufacturer’s data are used to check
the validity of the engine simulation results. Figure 5.10 shows that the output platform
that illustrates the same simulation results described in section 5.4.

4

This tool is available at the website of MicroCHP& Bio-Fuel Center at Mississippi State University:
microchp.msstate.edu/enginetool.html.
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Figure 5.9
Input Platform of the Engine Simulation Program
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Figure 5.10
Output Platform of the Engine Simulation Program
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CHAPTER VI
BUILDING HOURLY THERMAL LOAD PREDICTION
USING AN INDEXED ARX MODEL

This Chapter introduces an easily implementable and computationally efficient,
ARX (autoregressive with exogenous, i.e., external, inputs) time and temperature indexed
model for one hour ahead building thermal load prediction. Time and temperature
indexing implies that different sets of coefficients are used in the predictive equation
depending on the time of the day or the ambient temperature. The indexing and proposed
structure of the model follows physically motivated interpretations of the loading
conditions and thermal response of the building. The model presented differs from most
models in the literature, which are based on a “black-box” approach to load prediction,
i.e., using an optimization or regression algorithm to find the best coefficients for a
predetermined mathematical model. One of the main contributions of the proposed
model is that it allows determining the dominant factors that affect the thermal load at a
given time. The prediction accuracy of the proposed model is tested using the energy
simulation program, EnergyPlus, on several different benchmark building types: a small
office building, a medium office building, a midrise apartment, and a high-rise apartment,
developed by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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6.1

Fourth Order Auto Regressive Indexed Least Squares Method
Regression models predict the thermal load by linearly combining the input

variables with different weighting coefficients. This section introduces the LR, AR, and
ARX regression models that are generally used as regression models for load prediction.
The thermal load prediction uses five input variables: dry bulb ambient temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, radiation, and occupancy. A real building depends on
many external and internal inputs, however, a reasonable number of input variables and
number (order) of auto regressive terms should be chosen for an efficient implementation
of a model.

6.1.1 Linear Regressive (LR) Model
A real building has many input variables such as weather data, utility schedules,
people occupancy, etc. Intuitively one would expect that by including a larger number
and variety of inputs would produce better results. However, practical considerations
reduce the number and type of input variables to be measured. In this chapter, five
external input variables (dry-bulb ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind speed,
direct irradiation, and occupancy) are selected to predict the building thermal load, since
the cost of buying and installing sensors for measuring those input variables is relatively
inexpensive and the effect on the thermal load is significant. The Linear Regressive
model (LR) proposed in this investigation is described in Equation (6.1). The LR Model
mainly captures the effect of the current (at the time step ‘t’) input variables on the
current load prediction.
(6.1)
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where w1, w2, w3, w4, and w5 are the coefficients of input variables, and aTempt, Humt,
Windt, Radt and Occt, are the vectors that represents the dry-bulb temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, direct irradiation, and occupancy, at time step ‘t’, respectively.
A LR model is very simple. However, when applying a LR model, a high-level of
accuracy is not expected since the building system is naturally non-linear, and the
dynamic effect due to large thermal capacitance of the building is not included.

6.1.2 Auto Regressive (AR) Model
The thermal load estimated by the AR model is only dependent on the previous
thermal loads as shown in Equation (6.2). The daily thermal load distribution pattern can
be easily recognized using the AR model.
(6.2)
where w1, w2, w3, and w4 are the coefficients of input variables, and Loadt is the vector
that shows the thermal load at time step ‘t’, Loadt-1 for time step ‘t-1’, Loadt-2 for time
step ‘t-2’, Loadt-3 for time step ‘t-3’, and Loadt-4 for time step ‘t-4’,
Among the AR models considered in this chapter, the 4th order model yields the best
performance using a one-hour time step for load prediction. The AR model emphasizes
the historical load changes for the current thermal load prediction. However, when a
sudden change of input variables plays a dominant role in the load prediction, the AR
model may cause significant errors due to the dependency on the previous load
information.
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6.1.3 Fourth Order Auto Regressive Model with Exogenous Inputs (4thARX)
The LR model and AR model can be combined to obtain a model with better
accuracy. The acronym ARX is used in the literature for the combined model, where the
X stands for exogenous or external inputs and it corresponds to the LR terms shown in
Equation (6.1). The 4-ARX model for building thermal load prediction combines the 4th
order AR model shown in Equation (6.2) and the exogenous inputs from the LR model
presented in Equation (1). The 4-ARX model for building thermal load prediction is
described in Equation (6.3).

(6.3)
The least squares methodology is used to find the ‘w’ coefficients for either Equations
(6.1), (6.2), or (6.3) by minimizing the square of the load prediction errors as follows.
First, a matrix is assembled to include all the input data including weather inputs and the
previously measured loads at each time step. This is shown as matrix ‘A’ in Equation
(6.4). Then, a vector of unknown coefficients, labeled, ‘W’ is defined in Equation (6.5),
and a matrix ‘b’ of experimental data of the building thermal load is defined in Equation
(6.6). The input coefficients matrix ‘W’ can be found using Equations (6.5), (6.6), and
(6.7) using the building thermal load.

A =

(6.4)
(6.5)

W=
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b =

(6.6)

where the index ‘m’ is the number of hours and m should be greater than (or equal to) 10
for ‘

’(

to be invertible holding the full rank to use Equation (6.7).
(6.7)

W=

Hourly-indexed models are classified as a thermal or electric load prediction models
based on the assumption that the load profile is similar from day to day, meaning that a
different regression equation, i.e., a different set of weighing coefficients, is obtained for
each hour of the day. This means that twenty-four LR equations are used: one for each
hour of the day. This chapter considers a different indexing scheme using both time and
weather temperature levels as shown in the next section.

6.2

Indexed ARX Model
In this section, the ARX model indexed with time and weather temperature levels

is introduced. As discussed in Section 6.1, an hourly indexed model over a 24-hour
period has been used previously, following the assumption that the load profile is similar
from day to day. However, the hourly load profile can change significantly depending on
abrupt weather variations from day to day or on seasonal weather variations (clear,
cloudy, rainy, etc.). To improve the prediction accuracy of the regression model, an ARX
model indexed with time interval and temperature levels is proposed in this Chapter. The
proposed model is shown in Equation (6.8). Cooling load and heating load can be
estimated separately using Equation (6.8). This chapter considers the cooling period from
May 1 to October 31 and the heating period from November 1 to April 30. The
coefficients corresponding to the heating and cooling periods are different from each
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other because they are strongly dependent on the room setting temperature which is
different during cooling and heating periods.

(6.8)
The proposed method first indexes with respect to three intervals of time: daytime
(8 AM to 9 PM), transition time (6 AM to 8 AM), and nighttime (9 PM to 6 AM). During
each time interval, external input variables differently contribute to the resulting thermal
load. The radiation and temperature are high during daytime and low during nighttime.
The transition interval is introduced in the model to account for the dominant effect of the
building capacitance (autoregressive dynamics dominated) when switching between
nighttime and daytime intervals. For instance, during a heating period, when transitioning
from a lower temperature at night to the desired daytime operating temperature, it is
necessary to “charge” the large thermal capacitance of the building in order to reach the
desired daytime temperature.

This capacitance charging effect during the transition

interval results in a higher heating demand, i.e., higher thermal load, than can be
explained by a direct effect from the external inputs.

During daytime, the model is

further indexed with respect to the level of ambient temperature. The ambient
temperature has been identified as the most dominant weather input variable for thermal
load prediction by Reddy (1994). Since the model is indexed with respect to the ambient
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temperature, there is no need to further refine the model to include the type of day or the
season of the year. The coefficients for each situation (nighttime, transition, or five
possible daytime temperature scenarios) are solved by using the least squares method and
labeled using seven 10x1 matrices WNight, WTran, WDayT1, WDayT2, WDayT3, WDayT4, and
WDayT5. For convenience, the measured input data are arranged as column vectors, which
are aTempt, Humt, Windt, Radt, Occt, Loadt-1,Loadt-2,Loadt-3, andLoadt-4, and each
column is normalized by dividing by its maximum value before the coefficients are
calculated using the least squares method.
A singularity occurs when the irradiation is zero during night time because the
in Equation (6.7) is not invertible, so the radiation term is not used in the

term

nighttime model and the corresponding weighting coefficient is set to zero. In summary,
the 4-3-5 ARX model consists of seventy coefficients stored with ten coefficients
accessed at a time and used in a simple linear ARX equation described by Equation (6.3).

6.3

Results
This section presents the results obtained using the proposed ARX model. As

mentioned before, the thermal load prediction uses five input variables: dry bulb ambient
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, radiation, and occupancy. In this chapter,
EnergyPlus is used to predict the building thermal load hourly based on TMY 3 weather
data. Several benchmark building models are selected for the load prediction. These
benchmark building models include: small-office building, medium-office building,
midrise apartment, and high-rise apartment. The specifications of the small-office
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building mode are shown in Table 1. The benchmark building were simulated using the
weather data from Atlanta, GA.

Table 6.1
Description of the Small Office Building Model from DOE
Orientation
Building type
Area
Glass Area
People
Occupancy Schedule
Electric Equipment
Equipment Schedule
Lights
Lights Schedule
Thermostat Schedule:
for Heating
for Hooling

Aligned with North
General Offices
464.5 m2 (15.24 m x 30.48 m)
30 % in Each Wall (Windows and Door)
18 for Weekdays, 0 for Weekend
Untila (Fractionb): 6 (0), 7 (0.1), 8 (0.2), 12 (0.95), 13(0.5), 17(0.95), 18 (0.3),
20 (0.1), 24 (0.05)
3,749 W
Untila (Fractionb): 8 (0.4), 12 (0.9), 13 (0.8), 17 (0.9), 18(0.5), 24(0.4)
5,017 W
Untila (Fraction b): 5 (0.05), 7 (0.1), 8 (0.3), 17 (0.9), 18 (0.5), 20 (0.3), 22
(0.2), 23 (0.1), 24 (0.05); for Weekends 24 (0.05)
Untila (Set Point c, °C): 6 (15.6), 22 (21), 24 (15.6)
Untila (Set Point c, °C): 6 (26.7), 22 (24), 24 (26.7)

a. Until: indicates the hour of the day until the specified fraction is considered.
b. Fraction: indicates the fraction of the total value of the variable that is considered in
the calculation for that specific interval of time.
c. Set Point: indicates the temperature to be considered as the thermostat set point for that
specific interval of time.

6.3.1 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed indexed ARX model (4-3-5 ARX: the fourthorder ARX model indexed with three time intervals and five temperature levels) is
compared with the performance of several one-hour-ahead thermal load prediction
models that can be categorized into two groups: non-indexed models and indexed
models. Non-indexed models (the LR, AR, 4-ARX, and BPNN model) using only one set
of coefficients for the load prediction. On the other hand, Indexed models, 4-3-1 ARX
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and 4-24 ARX, utilize three or twenty-four set of coefficients depending on the time. The
models compared are listed below:
1) LR: the LR model described in Equation (6.1)
2) AR: the 4-th order AR model described in Equation (6.2)
3) ARX: the 4-th order ARX model described in Equation (6.3)
4) BPNN:A Back-Propagation Neural Network using 10 input variables as shown in
Equation (6.5), 50 neurons in a hidden layer, 30000 epochs (training steps), and a
hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation function.
5) 4-24 ARX: A 4-th order, time indexed ARX model, using Equation (6.3) an
obtaining a different set of coefficients for each hour of the day.
6) 4-3-1 ARX: A 4-th order ARX model using Equation (6.3) indexed using three
time intervals: nighttime, transition, and daytime.
7) 4-3-5 ARX: A 4-th order ARX model using Equation (6.3) indexed using three
time intervals: nighttime, transition, and daytime, and further indexed during the
daytime using five temperature levels.
Similar to Kawashima et al. (1995), the accuracy of each model is evaluated using the
following statistical criteria: a) standard deviation (σ), b) expected error percentage
(EEP), c) Coefficient of variation (CV), and c) mean bias error (MBE). Formulas for
these criteria are given in Equations (6.9) to (6.12). CV,EEP, and σ are measures of the
dispersion of a probability function.MBE is a measure of the bias of the predicted load
data with respect to the actual load data.
The σ, EEP, CV, and MBE can be calculated as:
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Ə



(6.9)

EEP =

(6.10)

CV =

(6.11)

MBE =

(6.12)

where n is notated as the number of data, Loadpre,t as the predicted load, Loaddata,t as the
measured load at the time step ‘t’, Loaddata,max as the maximum load measured, and
Loaddata,mean as the mean value of the load data. As mentioned before, the weather data
from Atlanta is used to calibrate the coefficients used in the LR, AR, and ARX models
for the selected building types. The same weather data is used to “train” the BPNN
model. Calibration/training accuracies of the models using the criteria described by
Equations (6.9) through (6.12) are given in Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
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Table 6.2
Training Accuracy Using a Small Office Building with Weather Data from Atlanta, GA
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

14410

8135

15.2

7.7

47.5

249.8

0.021

-0.047

AR

9814

6053

10.4

5.7

32.4

185.9

-0.004

-0.01

4 ARX

8642

5821

9.1

5.5

28.5

178.8

0.003

-0.023

BPNN

7657

5694

8.1

5.4

25.3

174.9

-0.009

0.009

4-24 ARX

2655

2371

2.8

2.2

8.8

72.8

0.269

0.234

4-3-1 ARX

4207

3356

4.4

3.2

13.9

103.1

0

-0.002

4-3-5 ARX

3761

2847

3.9

2.7

12.4

87.4

0

-0.002

1) Building Type: A Small Office Building Model
2) Weather Input Data: Atlanta, GA from TYM2
3) Prediction Period: 1stMay ~ 31thOctober during a Cooling period, 1st November ~ 30th
April during a Heating Period
4) Actual Data: Cooling Load by EnergyPlus Simulation
5) Coefficients: Trained with Atlanta Weather Data
6) Back-Propagation Neural Networks: 10 Input Variables in an Input Layer, 50 Neurons
in a Hidden Layer and 30000 Epochs (Training Steps)
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Table 6.3
Training Accuracy Using a Medium-Size Office Building with Weather Data from
Atlanta, GA
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

179445

79407

15.8

8.2

48.5

173.2

0.021

-0.037

AR

139109

57155

12.3

5.9

37.6

124.6

-0.005

-0.009

4 ARX

125657

55270

11.1

5.7

34.0

120.5

0.008

-0.015

BPNN

113275

55577

10.0

5.7

30.6

121.2

0.001

-0.048

4-24 ARX

46164

22753

4.1

2.3

12.5

49.6

-0.001

-0.205

4-3-1 ARX

66470

33285

5.9

3.4

18.0

72.6

0.000

-0.003

4-3-5 ARX

61350

31796

5.4

3.2

16.6

69.3

0.000

-0.003

Table 6.4
Training Accuracy Using a Mid-Rise Apartment with Weather Data from Atlanta, GA
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

38536

17291

9.8

7.7

25.9

70.7

0.008

12.390

AR

12299

3160

3.1

1.4

8.3

14.7

-0.001

0.137

4 ARX

10234

3002

2.6

1.3

6.9

13.9

0.003

0.786

BPNN

10491

4987

2.7

2.2

7.1

23.3

0.000

-0.033

4-24 ARX

7582

2225

1.9

0.99

5.1

10.4

-0.126

0.143

4-3-1 ARX

9169

2756

2.3

1.2

6.2

12.7

0.001

0.963

4-3-5 ARX

7832

2315

2.0

1.0

5.3

10.8

0.001

0.365
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Table 6.5
Training Accuracy Using a High-Rise Apartment with Weather Data from Atlanta, GA
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

69185

75309

8.7

7.6

17.9

58.5

0.010

-0.006

AR

33265

30537

4.2

3.1

8.6

23.7

-0.001

-0.002

4 ARX

26415

28275

3.3

2.9

6.8

22.0

0.004

-0.001

BPNN

24658

29573

3.1

3.0

6.4

23.0

0.002

0.037

4-24 ARX

21304

23589

2.7

2.4

5.5

18.3

-0.091

0.093

4-3-1 ARX

23351

26121

2.9

2.7

6.0

20.3

0.002

-0.002

4-3-5 ARX

19268

20888

2.4

2.1

5.0

16.2

0.002

0.002

Results indicate that the BPNN model with 500 coefficients ismore accurate than
the non-indexed models (LR, AR, 4-ARX)for most building types and seasons. This is
expected, as mentioned in the Introduction, as the AI intelligent methods are considered
in the literature as the most accurate tools for thermal load prediction. However, for all
the buildings investigated, the accuracy of the indexed models (4-24 ARX, 4-3-1 ARX,
and 4-3-5 ARX) is better than that of the BPNN using the σ, EEP, and CV error criteria.
The performance of the BPNN model is used as a reference for benchmarking the
performance of the other methodologies and not to conclude that the4-3-5 ARX model is
better than every possible implementation of a BPNN. It is always possible to modify the
BPNN scheme to account for time indexing, etc. The 4-24 ARX model has 24 different
sets of coefficients (240 coefficients stored in a 24x10 matrix) , one set for each hour of a
day, while the 4-3-5 model has only 7 sets of coefficients (70 coefficients stored in a
7x10 matrix), one for each index level. Considering the σ, EEP, and CV error criteria,
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Tables 2, 3, and 4 show that for the small office building, the medium size office
building, and the midrise apartment building, the training accuracy of the 4-24 model is
better than that of the 4-3-5 model. However, the training accuracy of the 4-24 model is
worse than that of the 4-3-5 ARX model in the high-rise Apartment as seen in Table 5.
This result shows that very refined indexing in time does not guarantee higher accuracy
in load prediction. This notion will become clearer when using weather data for different
seasons. The results based on the Atlanta, GA training data, show that the 4-3-5 ARX
model can represent the building thermal load with an accuracy level within 2% to 5.4%
using the EEP criterion, as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The training error simply shows
how accurately the building thermal load can be estimated using training weather data,
but a low training error does not guarantee a low prediction error in practice. To verify
that the coefficients obtained usingTMY3 Atlanta weather are still valid for different
weather conditions, the thermal load prediction models using these coefficients were
tested using weather conditions from Springfield, IL. The results are shown in Table 6,
7, 8, and 9.
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Figure 6.1
Thermal Load Prediction of a Small Office Building for 5 Days during a Heating Period
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Figure 6.2
Thermal Load Prediction of a Small Office Building for 5 Days during a Cooling Period
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Table 6.6
Prediction Accuracy: Small Office Building using Weather Data from Springfield, IL.
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

16695

21644

16.3

17.3

63.2

238.5

3.423

-62.2

AR

8798

14434

8.6

11.5

33.3

129.1

3.516

-31.6

4 ARX

7924

13831

7.7

11.0

31.8

113.7

-2.443

-21.0

BPNN

7521

15469

7.3

12.3

29.7

109.3

-0.781

-3.985

4-24 ARX

4829

2611

4.7

20.8

18.4

157.4

1.308

-9.199

4-3-1 ARX

4858

9234

4.7

7.4

19.2

76.9

-1.064

-22.5

4-3-5 ARX

4413

7816

4.3

6.2

17.2

56.5

0.487

-6.4

1) Building Type: A Small Office Building Model
2) Weather Input Data: Springfield, IL from TYM2
3) Prediction Period: 1stMay ~ 31thOctober during a Cooling Period, 1st November ~ 30th
April during a Heating Period
4) Actual Data: Cooling Load by EnergyPlus Simulation
5) Coefficients: Trained with Atlanta Weather Data
6) Back-Propagation Neural Networks: 10 Input Variables in an Input Layer, 50 Neurons
in a Hidden Layer and 30000 Epochs (Training Steps)
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Table 6.7
Prediction Accuracy of a Medium-Size Office Building using Weather Data from
Springfield, IL
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

208080

208733

16.7

17.6

65.7

178.7

-4.175

-43.1

AR

130011

141747

10.4

12.0

38.1

103.1

3.247

-21.516

4 ARX

121454

136567

9.74

11.5

37.3

92.8

-1.254

-13.5

BPNN

107801

144129

8.6

12.2

33.1

99.0

-1.316

-14.826

4-24 ARX

55929

234670

4.5

18.7

16.9

159.5

-0.178

-11.075

4-3-1 ARX

72849

85267

5.8

7.2

22.2

57.7

-0.589

-13.041

4-3-5 ARX

68190

79531

5.4

6.7

20.5

49.8

0.547

-4.613

Table 6.8
Prediction Accuracy of a Mid-Rise Apartment using Weather Data from Springfield, IL.
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

48862

105945

12.1

26.5

42.4

116.2

-3.209

-57.479

AR

10982

14358

2.7

3.6

9.1

10.2

1.254

-2.048

4 ARX

10070

14205

2.5

3.6

8.5

10.1

-0.486

-2.424

BPNN

11717

46374

2.9

11.6

9.8

35.1

0.518

-8.674

4-24 ARX

8975

13665

2.2

3.4

7.5

9.5

0.087

-1.296

4-3-1 ARX

9370

14717

2.3

3.7

7.9

10.6

-0.286

-2.956

4-3-5 ARX

7918

12687

1.9

3.2

6.6

9.0

-0.286

-2.098
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Table 6.9
Prediction Accuracy of a High-Rise Apartment using Weather Data from Springfield, IL.
σ (KJ/hr)
Models

EEP (%)

CV (%)

MBE (%)

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Cooling

Heating

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

Period

LR

109686

157851

12.6

14.7

34.4

60.2

-2.821

-31.065

AR

34685

57200

4.0

5.3

10.5

17.2

1.203

-2.988

4 ARX

32328

53171

3.7

4.9

9.9

16.0

-0.568

-3.083

BPNN

32611

56340

3.7

5.2

10.0

16.8

-0.667

-2.563

4-24 ARX

29933

72396

3.4

6.7

9.1

21.1

-0.712

-1.689

4-3-1 ARX

29456

56058

3.4

5.2

9.0

16.9

-0.412

-3.635

4-3-5 ARX

24370

41760

2.8

3.9

7.4

12.4

-0.104

-1.695

Even though the weather in Atlanta is significantly different from the weather in
Springfield, the results show similar levels of accuracy, with around 2% to 7% expected
error percentage. Results indicate that, for all evaluated building types, the 4-3-5 ARX
indexed model performs better than other models tested for all weather seasons with the
exception of the 4-24 ARX model during a cooling period for the medium size office
building. Results also indicate that the 4-3-5 ARX model yields better load prediction for
summer than for winter according to the EEP criterion for the same type of buildings.
One of the possible explanations for this is that the humidity ratio is very high during the
cooling period, e.g., summer, so that effect of sudden spikes in the external weather input
variables on the cooling load is cushioned by the high humidity, that is, the high water
capacitance in the air. However, the humidity ratio in a heating period, e.g., winter, is
relatively low, so the abrupt changes in the weather input variables can affect the heating
load in a faster way without interruption of humidity. Consequently, the prediction
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accuracy becomes lower due to the short response time to the external inputs including
noises such as clouds, infiltrations, internal gains, shadows, etc.

6.3.2 Time and Temperature Dependence in the Indexed Coefficients
This section considers how the coefficients of the ARX model change depending
on the time interval and ambient temperature. The results are displayed in Figures 6.3 to
6.7. Figures 6.3 show how the coefficients for a small office building vary through the
daytime, transition time, and nighttime for each season. The daytime coefficients
displayed correspond to the averages of the coefficients corresponding to five different
temperature ranges during daytime. It is interesting to observe the variation among the
coefficients corresponding to the autoregressive terms. During the transition period the
coefficients for the second and third order delay autoregressive terms are larger than the
coefficient for the first order autoregressive term. However, during the daytime, the
coefficient of the first order autoregressive term is significantly larger than the other
autoregressive terms. This indicates that during daytime the building behaves as a single,
lumped capacitance while, during the transition period, the building behaves as several
lumped capacitances. A possible explanation for the variation in the magnitudes of the
autoregressive coefficients is that during the transition period, the thermal capacitances of
the building, i.e., all four lumped capacitances, need to be charged to reach their daytime
operating temperatures. Thus, during this period, the thermal load is driven by the need to
charge the thermal capacitance(s) of the building. Figure 6.3(a) illustrates that once the
building thermal capacitance is “charged”, following the natural transient response of the
building during the transition period, the coefficients associated with the dry bulb
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temperature and the first order autoregressive terms become dominant, as demonstrated
by the change in the coefficients during daytime. During daytime, the ARX model is
indexed using five levels of ambient (dry-bulb) temperature as described in Equation
(6.8). Figure 6.4 to 6.7 illustrate how the coefficients change with the temperature ranges
described in Equation (6.8) during the cooler months of the year. Cubic spline
interpolation is used to join the data points. Comparison between coefficients
corresponding to different types of weather variables is possible because, as discussed
before, the data has been normalized, i.e., each column of matrix A in Equation (6.4) has
been normalized with respect to the maximum value of the corresponding, prenormalized column. Figure 6.4 shows that the coefficient associated with the ambient
temperature is greater than other weather input coefficients. However, the relative
magnitudes of the weather input coefficients change significantly depending on the
temperature level. In Figure 6.5, the first autoregressive term at time step ‘t-1’ has the
greater direct impact on the cooling load, but this impact is reduced as the ambient
temperature decreases and the coefficients associated with the weather input variables
increase in magnitude relative to the coefficients of the autoregressive terms.
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Figure 6.3
Coefficients depending on the Time Period (a) in a Heating Period and (b) in a Cooling
Period
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Figure 6.4
External Input Coefficients vs. Ambient Temperature during a Cooling Period
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Figure 6.5
Auto Regressive Coefficients vs. Ambient Temperature during a Cooling Period
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Figure 6.6
External Input Coefficients vs. Ambient Temperature during a Heating Period
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Figure 6.7
Auto Regressive Coefficients vs. Ambient Temperature during a Heating Period

In Figure 6.6 and 6.7, the coefficients depending on the five temperature levels for
heating load prediction are shown during the daytime interval. The heating load has a
more concentrated load distribution than the cooling load. When the ambient temperature
is at the highest level, all the input coefficients get close to zero, so the heating load
becomes zero. The coefficients of only two input variables that are the ambient
temperature and the heating load at time step ‘t-1’ are relatively greater than other
coefficients in winter. In contrast to the winter season, the magnitudes of several input
coefficients are large enough to affect the thermal demand as shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.5
during a cooling period. Figures 6.3 to 6.7 illustrates how the coefficients of input
variables change depending on time intervals and temperature levels during heating and
cooling periods. However, the magnitudes of the coefficients do not provide insight on
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their relative contribution to the thermal load because each coefficients set needs to be
combined with its input variable to identify the portion of the thermal load. Therefore, the
terms consisting of the combination of the coefficients and the corresponding inputs are
used to identify the contribution of each input variable to the thermal load. Figures 6.8 to
6.9 display the relative magnitude of input variable terms for 24 hours for a typical day
during heating and cooling periods, respectively, for the small office building. The
relative magnitude of each input term is compared using Equation (6.13).
(6.13)
Each input variable term is the product of an input variable and its corresponding weight
coefficient, and that term is divided by the square root sum of each square of 10 input
variable terms as shown in Equation (6.13).
Figure 6.8 indicates that the ambient temperature (Temp) is the dominant factor
on the thermal load during a cooling period. In addition to the Temp term, the RH term
dominate the thermal load at nighttime. The first auto regressive term, CL(t-1), and
occupancy term, Occ, ramp up during the transition interval as the people occupy the
small office building from 6 AM to 8 AM. During daytime, other input terms such as
ambient temperature, occupancy, and wind speed terms have a significant direct effect on
the thermal load. Interestingly, the radiation term (Rad) is very small compared with
other input variables during summer. The magnitude of the second, third, and fourth auto
regressive terms increase significantly for a couple of hours between 9 PM (21 hr) and 12
AM (24 hr) in the nighttime interval, but the contribution of these auto regressive terms
become very small from 12 AM (24 hr) to 6AM (6 hr)as the occupancy become zero.
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Figure 6.9 shows that the ambient (dry-bulb) temperature is also the dominant factor on
the thermal load most of the day during cold season, except during the transition time
where the HL(t-1) term exhibits a sudden spike. During the transition period, HL(t-1),
HL(t-2), Temp, and Occ terms are noticeable. It is interesting to observe that the
autoregressive terms spike sequentially and in decreasing order or magnitude, starting
with HL(t-1) at 9 AM, then HL(t-2) at 10 AM, HL(t-3) at 11 AM, and HL(t-4) at 12 AM.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate that the ambient temperature has a strong influence on the
thermal load during both the cooling and heating periods. For the heating period, the
spikes in the autoregressive terms may be due to the building mass being cooled
(discharged) during nighttime and heated (charged) starting during the transition period
and reaching a deep charge at midday. After that, the contribution of the autoregressive
terms becomes negligibly small.
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Figure 6.8
Relative Magnitudes of Input Variable Terms for 24 Hours during a Cooling Period
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Figure 6.9
Relative Magnitudes of Input Variable Terms for 24 Hours during a Heating Period
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1

Summary and Conclusions
As mentioned in Chapter I, CHP systems have the potential to achieve significant

economic and environmental benefits. However, many obstacles still exist for practical
real-time, cost-optimized operation of CHP systems. For cost optimization of CHP
operation, the transient response of the building combined with the most recent weather
and electric load information should be considered in the design stage of real-time control
strategies. This can be conveniently achieved through a hierarchical control algorithm.
Moreover, the use of linear programming to achieve cost-optimized CHP operation may
require significant computational effort that may not be practical for real-time
applications, so a simpler analytic method was presented in this dissertation. In addition
to the need for practical control strategies, an accurate model of a PGU is crucial in the
design of a model-based control for CHP systems because the electric and thermal
efficiencies of the PGU have a significant effect on the overall efficiency of the system.
The electric efficiency of the PGU at different power levels is typically given by
manufacturer’s specifications, but the thermal efficiency, a critical part of CHP system
optimization, is not typically provided in these specifications. For this reason, a PGU
model that supplies both thermal and electric efficiency curves was developed and
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presented in this dissertation. In addition, building thermal load prediction is necessary to
operate CHP systems more effectively. Common methodologies for load prediction are
linear regression analysis, energy simulation, and AI-based techniques. The energy
simulation and AI-based technique require relatively high computer resources so that a
linear regression model offering accurate thermal load prediction is necessary for the
practical application of real-time CHP systems.
To expedite the proper development of real-time CHP control algorithms,
optimization tools, PGU models, and load prediction models for the cost optimization of
real-time CHP operation; this dissertation provided the practical real-time CHP
optimization techniques in Chapter III to VI. Chapter III presented a realistic strategy for
making operational decisions in a CHP system with the goal of minimizing the
operational cost. Specifically, the strategy proposed in Chapter III is more realistic than
the current work available in the literature since the transient response of a building is
combined with a hierarchical CHP control algorithm (based on LP optimization) to obtain
a realistic simulation of the real time integrated system. The presented strategy exploits
weather prediction data to increase cost savings through the use of energy storage
devices. Additionally, this scheme presents a method to correct errors in weather
prediction and building parameter modeling through feedback control. The simulation
results indicate that operating a CHP system according to the strategy presented in this
chapter provides significant cost savings even with errors in the weather predictions. Cost
savings as high as 18% were obtained when the 4-time-step prediction was used.
Additional results with 10-time-step-ahead optimization showed that increased savings
can be realized with extended weather prediction time. In Chapter IV, an analytic
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approach for determining the optimal CHP operation strategy is investigated.

The

optimal PGU operation strategy is derived by using the cost inequality equation and the
CHP component efficiencies. The analysis reveals the underlying simplicity of the
optimal PGU operation problem by showing that the optimal operation strategy is limited
to FEL, FTL, or PGU-off for all possible loading conditions based on the cost ratio, CHP
components efficiencies, and PGU efficiency parameters. The optimal solutions for all
possible combinations of EL and TL are given in an EL-TL graph for two case studies.
The results reveal that the cost ratio significantly affects the regions of operation
strategies that yield savings. This analytic approach will ease the effort required to select
the potential cities and PGU types that are appropriate for CHP applications.

It is

important to mention here that the analytic approach applies only to single-time-step
optimization.

The

multi-time-step

optimization

is

implemented

using

Linear

Programming because of the complex interactions between the active thermal and electric
storage components on cost-savings. Chapter V presented a power generation and heat
recovery model of reciprocating ICE for CHP Applications that can be used to obtain
realistic performance/efficiency maps for both electrical power output and useful thermal
output for various engine capacities. The model is intended for PGU sizing for CHP
systems as well as a tool for designing control strategies for CHP systems.
Manufacturer’s data from a 15-kW engine-generator set was used to verify the model. In
addition, an engine performance/efficiency map calculation tool has been developed for
calculating potential electrical and thermal performance of an engine intended for CHP
applications. Chapter VI introduced an easily implementable and computationally
efficient alternative to AI-based 4-3-5 ARX model, i.e., a linear autoregressive model
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with exogenous, i.e., external, inputs, indexed with three time zones and five ambient
temperatures. The results demonstrated that the performance of a properly indexed ARX
model is better than that of non-indexed models and comparable to that of the BPNN.
The proposed model has better accuracy and more generality than the non-indexed or
hourly-indexed models for thermal load prediction both in winter and summer seasons.
Moreover, the 4-3-5 ARX model consists of only seventy coefficients stored, with ten
coefficients accessed at a time and used in a simple linear ARX equation. The number
of coefficients used required for the BPNN and or the 24-hour indexed model is much
larger. One of the main contributions of the proposed model is that it allows for
determination of the dominant factors that affect the thermal load at a given time. For
the evaluated buildings, a small office building, a medium office building, a mid-rise
apartment, and a high-rise apartment, it was shown that the ambient temperature is the
dominant factor on both summer and winter seasons, with the exception of the transient
interval where the HL (t-1) term dominated the thermal load. The proposed 3-4-5 ARX
indexed model is well suited for applications involving real time operation of energy
systems in which one-hour ahead thermal load prediction is required for predictive
control purposes.

7.2

Future Work
This dissertation focused on the cost optimization of CHP operation using real-

time control strategies, analytic optimization solutions, PGU modeling using a simplified
combustion process, and load prediction. As future work, the proposed real-time control
strategies need to be implemented in an actual building to prove that the feedback and
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feed-forward controls can indeed provide operational cost saving and emission reductions.
In particular, the portion of the cost savings resulting from the active control of the
electric and thermal storage devices need to be assessed in practice.
The analytic solutions for the optimal PGU operation in CHP systems described
in Chapter IV apply to single time-step optimization. Future work will consider using
Dynamic Programming theory as a methodology to develop a multi-time-step analytic
solution using discrete levels of energy storage usage.
The nature of the daily cyclic energy load profile should be investigated to
determine the optimal PGU operation based on the time period of the day and on the
building types. The PGU modeling discussed in Chapter V can be further developed by
investigating various types of PGUs, such as Stirling or diesel engines with different
types of intake air systems: naturally aspirated vs. supercharged.
The load prediction model developed in Chapter VI should be investigated further
to obtain the sensitivity of the coefficients to building size, room setting temperature,
occupancy, etc. This would allow designers to customize the load prediction model by
considering correction factors that offset the difference between the standard building and
the actual building at hand. Moreover, building thermal behavior can be modeled through
a simplified differential equation inspired by the 4th order ARX model.
Finally, the integrated real-time CHP operation can be implemented by using the
ARX load prediction model in Chapter VI and the PGU model in Chapter V based on the
analytic optimal PGU operation mode in Chapter IV.
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